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3._ 
'l1HE DYNAMICS OF SPIRAL MOVE?iiENT IU MAN. 
Introduction 
The science of Psychology aims to predict and control 
human bel1av1or. In order to achieve these purposes, 
psychologists bave approached the study of behavior in 
devious ways .. Some have considered human nativity the 
functioning of a machine, and attempted -to understand it by 
investigating its isolated parts. Others have attempted 
to identlfy i'a.oulties Which appeared to control behavior .. 
Still others have ,regarded behavior s.s a series of reflex 
1:1cts nnd as the .unfolding of inherited patterns or re-
sponse. · These diverse approaches to the study of "human 
nature" have yielded such concepts as association. mental 
chemistry, attention, the net, the self, the conditioned 
refle:;c and many others. In spite of these numerous 
attempts, the goal of prediction has not been achieved. 
Some maintain that we must refine our techniques. Others 
are bold enough to assert thnt our presuppositions are in-
correct and that our methods, as .a result, are sterile .. 
To the latter group a new and apparently more 
.f'ruit.ful methodology has been opened up by modern dis-
coveries 1n the field of relativistic dyha.m1cs ( 11). Just 
as the core eption of the universe as an organic system 
simplifies many or the problems of the astronomer and 
physicist, so to the psychologist., the conception o.f 
behavior as the dynamic resultant of .field ;forces offers 
a· neiv and fruitful methcn of approximating the aims ot 
prediction and control. of that behavior • . (30.,31.17) _ The 
assumptions or this approach are: (l) natural phenomena are 
systans; organized in space and time-. an assumption conceded 
by rela ti v1stie physics (21, 20). (2l Organizatl on 1mplie s 
thnt the sy-stem 1s integrated toward some tuture or •goal.•. 
(14., 39, 31) (3) The presence of future ends within the 
system demams tt1a t there will be activity,. which will o.c-
cur in the shortest (or longest) possible route toward 
that end., as the system attempts to gain equl l1brium. 
(4) · All act1v1ty within the system will be controlled by 
., 
the .system as a whole, so thnt 1.f t .he forces within the .· 
system are considered as vectors., the resulting acti v1 ty 
will be a resultant of those forces (17, 30). (5) s1nce 
·the ihole is organized it must have uniform,. complementary 
laws. Thus the laws .mieh apply to the activity of one 
r,ert,. will apply to the activity of any part. These are 
laws or dynamics gi van an organismic 1nterpreta t1on. (30) 
Applying these implications to the study of behavior 
1 t becomes obvious that insofar as we are able to measure 
the .forces (vectorial) determining behavior, we w111 
achieve our goal of i:red1ot1on, and insofar as we can 
. . 
control those forces; we will be able to control behavior. 
Herein lies the purpose of the present study. The prin-
ciples which are discovered under the present conditions 
5. 
will be transposable, tlleoretieal ly,: to behavior 1n general, 
or to any particular exa.'!lple of' behavior 1n which we .are 
interested •. 
e. 
Purpose or the Experiment. ---- - ·- · -----
The aim of .. the experiments horein reported is 
i'Urther 1n$.1ght in.to the dynamics o.f gro.ss human be-
hnvlw, obtatned from a fhnet1onn_l analysis of walking. 
Walking was selected as the means of' achieving this 
pul'pose because: 
l. lt is one activity in which the entire organism is 
ohvi.oualy involved.. Aeeord1ng to our assumptions. the 
entire organism is involved in every act, since the 
activity of any part oi' a system a.f.fects the entire . 
system (l}~ 
2. The condi t1ons of' walking can be easily controlled. 
s. The form or_ the activity- ( ~he s~bject•s course) can 
-
be objectively obser,red ani studied. According to our 
assumptions all beJ::lav1.or 1s patterned in accordance with 
dynamic P~1.nciples. (Law of least action, closure, sym-
metry, etc.) In this experiment we are standing out-
·-.;, 
aide of the responding organism and are observing the 
pa.ttern of' its behavior under different conditions of' 
field s t:r;,uc ture ••· 
_H1sto17 
A history of the , problem falls naturally into two 
divisions; .studies of walking and studies in dynamics,. 
Al.l or the studies on wa Jking have a common conclusion. 
If people walk, deprived.. ot the ordinary means or _Qrien-
ta tton,_ they follow a spiral path. It is a common knowledge 
- -that a man lost in the wQods, or in the dark ot' fog will 
walk in circles until he :rage.ins his orientation. S1m1lar 
behavior has been observed in protoz_t:>a ,(23), birds·, mice 
(8), rabbits, kangaroos .(23) and in numerous intermediary 
i'orms. One of the earliest studies of this phenomenon _ 
w~s made _by F . _ O• Guldberg (10) in Germany 1n l.897. Ha 
mad1_3 his su-bjects walk through the woods,_ swim, and steer 
a boat in the dark. Vnder all of these conditions circular 
pa the were followed., He believed that the -circularity 
resulted from structural as3}lllne;r~ 1n the subjects, plus 
) 
nn instinct for circular movement. Re concluded th_at cir~ 
eular move~ent was the basic movement of animal life. 
In 1901, H. s. Jennings (13} remarked that in spite 
of the numerous ._rep or ts of spiral movement in , organisms• no 
adequate theory had been advanced to explain the phenomenon. 
The theory which he advanced attributes the spiral path of 
organisms to structural asymmetries plus an attempt to 
compensate r or them. For example, a paramecium 1s not 
bile. teral ly symmetrical. l:f 1 t simply a\vam :forward, these 
a. 
asymmetries. would cause it to move in constant circles. 
' . . . . ' 
To go beyond this restricted movement., the paramecium 
revolves on lta long ax1a as it swims., with the result 
that its range of movement 1s gr.ea.tl;y increased since 
the. cu-oling on t;he .1:ody ax.is compensates for its struc-
tural irregularities. The principle is the same as that 
tollo.ved by a rifle bullet. Jennings believes that the 
relat:tonship between the length of the orga.nism and the 
frequency of its spiral bears out this hypothesis.,. 
The most complete and systematic investigation of 
. 
spiral movement in cr-ganlsms. was contributed by A. A. 
Sehaeffei- (23., • 24, 25,. 2(f) who studied the pnenomenon foi-
over six years . in numero'Ut.J animal forms f1,om the ameba to 
man • . His conclusion was that "no forward moving organism 
- . 
has yet been round that does not move 1n some .form of 
spiral path when there are no orienting t'.l enses to guide 
· ft .. 11 In his experiments on man,. sohaeff'er studied the 
paths of subjects who walked straightaway blindfolded. 
drove an automob11e blindfolded~ walked around imagined 
circles. swam straightaway bl1nif'olded.,. . am wa;l.ked at ... ound 
figure eights and squares. He also nsde comparative 
studies on mental def'ectives and, normal subjects under 
the influence of a drug. Spiral paths resulted under all 
or these conditions. H& next attempted to determine the ·· 
mecl1..anism wb1ch caused spiraling. Schaeffer rejected . the 
theories based on physical asymmetries because such asym-
9. -
metries nre per·m.anent while the size of .the spiral ard its 
direction -va.ry in the same individual. ?vtoreovei-., asymmetry 
.would riot · account .fbi:_' the SJ?iral course in which a blind-
. i 
folded _/subject ~1ves a car. · J\nother important eonsider,at1on 
.is t~t ~ubjects who walked e.lte-t"nately backward; a~. fo-rf. 
ward traced a spiral Which ws.s similar to those traced when 
they walked continually forward. 
Schaeffer alao rejects an. expl~nation of spiraling on 
the ·basis of any localized structure such as the semicir-
/! - ' 
eul.ar ea.~al~, beca1;1se the spiraling 1s J;>re sent in organ• 
isci.s in which no such structure exists. nThere is already 
enough evideriqg on hand to make it highly probabl~ that . .., .. ..... · . . . ,_ 
the ·stkie mechanism 1s at work 1.n man that operates .1n the 
ameba. And those anatomical structtres of brain and 
' . 
muscle and ~ense organ wh1ch a1•e peculiar to mammals or 
vertebrates cannot offhand be assumed to control a mechanism 
which f'ur..ct1ons perfectly in animals Jacking these structures." 
Schaeffer• s conclusion is that "the pa th of man 1~ the 
p1"o-ject1on of a helical sl)iral on a plane surface.tt And1 
11 the fundamental. path f'ollov{ed by moving organisms is there-
fore a spir-al~ ,am t-t i~_ ~nly tbrQUgh the agency of orfen• 
ting sens es that oI~{;,'1ln1ams are able to change their direction 
of .. movement. The grea. t d iv~rsity of form observed in o:c--
go.n:t sms that move in spiral paths indicates that the auto-
nm tic mechanism regulating the direction o~ the path is 
.not dependent ,upon or connected with morphological stru.etures. 
10. 
but is much more . .fundamental 1n its nature affecting the 
protoplasm directly •. "' 
The conclusion which we will draw from these studies 
is that spiral movement 1s a· uni verse.I basic form of animal 
movement, which can not be considered caused by any local 
structure or form. We believe tmt Schaeffer's experiments 
justify this conclusion since sp1ral courses were followed 
by animal forms 1n which organs or equilibrium we1•e lacking. 
Moreover spiral movement can not be attributed to bodily 
a.symmetry stnoe it appeared in those cases :tn mlch blind• 
:folded subjects instructed a driver where to steer an auto-
mobile. 
Up to the present time, however, no satisfactory hy-
pothesi.s that might account for this universal phenomenon 
has been pitoposed. Since spiral movement is so universal 
it would s-eem that 1t must also be a fundamental mode of 
activity~ an ~ersto.nding of' which should add greatly 
to our mastery or psychological problems in general, es-
pecially all of those Where motility '1s involved-. Indeed, 
the thesis is here suggested._. that,, s.s a general problem . . 
1n methodology,. it would be fruitful to assume all. motility 
. . 
to be modifications or some basic form o:f r~sponse.. This 
basic form would seem to be spiral movement. 
Our second historical. approach 1s concerned w1 th the 
dynamics of movement, and the determination of :form. The 
J.i. 
'J 
latter problem was cons1deredby -Theodore A~ oook in his ,. ~- - ' . . , .. . .. - . ' . ,• - . . . 
boolt. entitled The C.urves of Lif'e.. His thesis was" tb=l l:; 
. . ------ --- ---- -~ . 
form 1s a diagram of the farces which l1ave worked to pr~ 
duce an organism. He was particularly interested in 
organisms wllose growth took the form of a loga:r1thm1e 
spiral. He studied spiraling plants, protozoa. metazoa, 
. . . 
sne.ils and other shell bearing animals., am the horns of 
vertebrates. Then he proceed.ad to exa'llples of spire.ls 
in architecture and art. Regarding the ma:themat1cs of the 
spiral he says (page 6)_.' 11Is the logarithmic spiral. the 
mnnif esta.t1on of the law which is at work in the increase 
of o~ganic bodies? If sof it may be s1gn1f1cant tl:at Newton 
sho.ved in his Principia., that 1f attraction had genera1ly 
vnr1ed as the inverse cube instead of as- the inverse square 
of the distance• the .he-a~enly bodies would not have re~ 
volved in ellipses but would have rushed off into space ·· 
in lognrithm1o spirals.. Professor Good.sir the1"efore asked, 
if the law -of the squar e is the law of attraction, is the 
law or the cube ( that is. of the cell) the law of product1on?n 
Three years after the appearance of Cook's book, another, 
dealin.g with the same mbject was written by D'Arcy Thompson 
(2'7). This l~tter book, while, also :interested 1n the examples 
. . 
o.f spiral fo.rm, t ,reated , ~n greater detail ._the geodesics, · 
mechanics and ma.thematlcs -of form. Thompson proves that the 
form or organisms is nece-ssar1ly what it i.s .• : In other words_, 
f'ornt is not arbitrarily, but dynamically de.~erm1ned. The 
12, . 
direot1on or growth or a plant:, _ the !'ormat1on of honeycomb 
• ·- •· ,- ., ..•• .. - ... . ,,. ,, _ , ·,,.-,·<·-·· . . ·- .. -· .. •·. 
~,~;s, • .. e~ll division a.n.i. partitioning• the .formation of' :· · 
muscles and bones and even the length of stride in walking, 
- '• 
are all phenomena. occurring in accordance with the pI"inciples 
of dynamics e.nd geodesics. 
Th·e immediate h:1.stor ical approach to this study lies 
111 recent developments in Gestalt psychology. Since the 
puhl ication of K.5hlerts ".Physischelt Gestalten" in 1920 .and 
Korfka.t s norundlagen der Psychischen .Entwicklung11 in 1925 
it has become increasingly a.p1:arent that. the laws o.f be-
havior are the laws ot dynamics.,. given a Gestalt or 
organismic interpretation-. VlheeJer, in "The Laws or Human 
Mat-µrett proposes eight transposable principles, defined aSc 
, __ , . .. . . - •·, . . . . . ' . . . 
laws of dyn~ic·s., and in "The l'rinc.+Ples or Mental Devel-
opment"'., V?heeler and . Perkins make use of .fifteen dynamic 
laws. Recently Lewin end Brown {4, 16, 17} have attempted 
definite applications of similar la\vs in more precise i'onn • 
to problems 1n emot1nnal and social behaViot'. This study 
mny be eonsidered a dir~ot test and outgrowth of suggestions 
from these latter works. 
13. 
,1 :functional analysis or walking was made by va.r:ring 
. ' . . . 
all conditions, both objective and subjective. which were 
considered significant in determining the sub jectts. i;atb 
or motion ... 
The var:tations which were studied were: 
1. Subject's degree or .general or1entnt1on. 
The majority of the su.bjects were all.owed to walk to 
the i'1eld where the experiment waa conducted..- To study 
the effect of general. orientation,. five subjects were 
bl;ndfolded and driven to the field 1,n a car by such a 
devious route that none of them knew where b.e v,as at any 
time during the experimental period .. 
2. General environmental conditions. 
The experiment wa~ conducted bc>th with and without 
the pre senoe of lJe rsona in the environment,, other than the 
subject and experimenter; both with and without wind or sun; 
with sounds excluded as far as possible and with sounds 
present. 
::h Body post tion. 
At various times the .subjects were instructed to walk 
1n a normal position, tipped to the side, leaning. forward 
or leaning bacltward. 
14, . 
. 4., l,)osi tion of hands. 
The influanoe or the position of tho hands was studied 
urder four condi t1ona; (a) used as in normal walking.: 
(b) on hips,. {cl hung limp at sides,. and (dl in. pockets. 
5... Ears. 
The . influence of au.di tion wss checked by testing 
subjects. without dampen~ng !!~1/hod~; other subjects who were 
' . . . 
prevente.d from hear!nga.nd stlli others·who wor-ea watch 
over one ear. rithe watch was worn .to control. thesubjeet•s 
rate of walking • . 
6. Conditions of walking .. 
a • . Constant, normal. walking. 
b. Step and rest type o.f movement. 
(l. Walk1ng under tension or _under relaxation~ 
d. Walking at dif'ferent rates -of sp_,ed. The three 
speeds employed were: 
l step every 2 seconds ( 8 ticks of wntch) 
l ·step every l second ( 4 ticks of watch) 
1 step every ,i second ( 2 ticks of: watch) 
7 • Definiteness of goal. 
a .. Subject ·told to walk in a straight line. (Blindfolded) 
b. Subjeet allowed to locate s<:>171&- obJect ~d then. 
blindfolded, told to walk to the object. 
c. Subject attempts t,o walk in a straight line to.vard 
a constant sound. 
d. · Subjeet hears a single sound and then attempts to 
. 16 • . 
wnlk to the · spot from 1:&lich the sound crune •. 
e. Subject told to walk to a -point which he • sees' 
only .in vis ua~ imagecy., 
.f. Subject 111alks. ,bl1r.td.foldad, along a straight line 
a.rte?' seeing the line .. 
g. Subject told to walk, in the easiest vray, entirely 
P8.flSi'!e to direction. ' l;n order to 'insure this 
disregard for dire~tion:. · some subjects were told 
, >• ' •C •" •.• . •• • •• , ' 
• 
to count their steps, otbe:rs \veI"e told to concen-
.. - - . " ' '" 
trate- on their ·rate of walking •. others to think 
only of maintaining tension or relaxation_ and 
still. others were asked to day-dream. 
parts. 
The e. c tu.al expet>imentaflon can be divided int.o f 1ve 
In the first 1nrt, twelve subjects walked under ---· :......_. . ' .. . . -: 
all or these conditions. From their results those factors . . 
were determined which r.iade observable dif'terences in the 
paths trnced. 
In the second i:;art. thirty-nine subjects were tested ---- .......... . -------
tmder those conditions which Part I had shown . to be impor--~- ' . . ,., 
tant. '11he form or the _subjects!, paths under the different 
conditions was given partieuhlr note in this experiment. 
A sample experiment included walking 
l. For 10 minutes l'•elaxed, indiff'orent to direction, at the 
rate of l step every 8 ticks of the watch (2 seconds); 
2.. For 5 minutes, under tension. indifferent to direction · 
at the same rate. (To produce tension, the subj.act was 
16 • . 
. . 
asked to make a speeoh 01• _ eise to simply concentrate on 
. . 
tensing his muscles and st11'.fen1ng hit:i :body.) 
--
3. For 5 minutes relaxed,_ passive to direction. at the rate 
of 1 step every 4 ticks or the watch (l second). 
4. Fm• 5 minutes, passive to dlreetion, tense. at the same 
rate · ( J. step per second)• 
5. For 5 minutes, passive to direction. relaxed, at the rate 
of l step every 2 ticks(½ second}-. 
. , . . 
6. For- 5 minutes,. passive -~Q direction, tense~ at the rate 
of' J. step every 2 ticks. 
. ' 
7. '.Phree width.$. or the _ fiel.d (50 yards each) trying to_ 
vmlk in a· straight line. 
8. To o constant whistle.-c (This was done tvice). 
9. Along a chalk" line. (either seen _or imaged.} 
10. To a point either seen prev1o~s to the attempt.,. or imaged. 
This required ~lightly ove1• sn hour. Periods of time 
are only appr,oximate.-- An exact record was not obtained. 
• A further word is necessary regarding -the experimental . . . 
teolmique in Part II. The subject and experimenter walked · 
. . . 
to tho 1'1 eld on which the experiment was conducted., a . i'oot-
ball stadium,. marked off in the atandard manner. In the 
center o.f the field., (Middle of 50 yard , line) the subject 
. . " . . . 
was blindfolded and a device, which served the double 
purpose of supporting a we. tch and deade11ing environmente.1 
noises.,. wns attached to his ears. · He was then given 
instructions and proceeded to carry them out. The exper• 
11. 
inwnter fol;owed him~ a f:ew feet in, the :re!1r, ~nd charted 
the course on a sheet of. paper rule.d in th~ same manner 1n 
which the st~d1um: was .lined,. I1' tP-e. subject . eame to the 
edge or the i'ield, hg • was redirected am permitted to 
cont 1nue on his way~ 
In the third part of the experlment.i,' three subjects ...................... .. · . 
ware studied under the same conditions as those used ·1n 
Fart II., but an improved snd more ~crnplet·e technique was 
; ·•.; . ·-; ' ,.. c•.~;f- ,• -· ._ 
e~ployed v1hie:tf yielded additional data. In the !'ir st place, 
a larger :t'1eld was used. This e~iminated . the necessity o~ 
restarting and red_i.rect1ng the subj~<i.tJ£:;~~iE}ey' few minutes • . , ;" '•. . ... " .. ··• -, ~-. ' 
Records were ,Jaken of walking during longer periods of time. ~. , . 
A large · cardboard box was -eonverate.l into a hood.,. which. ex• 
c luded all e~es from li@'.lt am heat from the su1:1' a rays:, 
a..'lld reduced other cues such as sound and breeze. The box · 
covered as much of' the . subjeatts body as was possible without 
interfering with· his locomotion. A watch was attached to 
the ins;i.de-center-front or the box, at the level of the sub-
ject•s forehead. 
~he length of ~ime during which .the subject walked 
was recorded by a. stop"".~ateh.. Th~ subject's path was staked 
. 
every 10 steps w 1th a long nail to wh1ch a numbered mailing 
tag was attached. At the completion of ~he experiment, the 
d1 atanc e between these ta.gs wa.s measured. A r,ecard was 
taken or the subject•s route of' walking, the distance 
tr•aversed in each tep:. steps, the total distance and the 
18~ 
· totnl time involved. 
The fourth and fifth parts of tha eiper1ment we1 .. e 
attempts to c lar1fy and expand certain results of the pre-
ceding experiments. 
Experiment .. tour was an attempt to answer the question. 
"what activity may be expected f'rom a subject to whom no 
positive instructions have been g1ven?tt Five na!ve subjec.ts 
wer e tu.l,een one at a time. blindfolded and instructed not to 
remove the blindfold.. No other instructions were given.. For 
a period of f'ive minutes, their behavior was observed, and at 
the end fl'f that. time ·they were asked to write an introspection 
over their though:ts and behavior during tba t time. 
ExPar:1.ment five we.s undertaken in order to discover - ' . . ; ................ 
why a blindfolded subject. under i .nstruetions t~ wa11c in a 
• .• ~' ' "' ' • • • - .1" , ·.~ . j ,. · - • 
strn.1 ght line. to a constant sound., traced a Si@'floid spiral. 
course whose waves decreased in f31ze as ·the sound was 
npproaol1.ed* T'...1.e goal selected \Vas a bell ivhieh sounded 
continually. Tll~ blindfolded subject started from a point 
50 feot away an,, s. ttemp~ed to walk in a stra1 e,nt line toward 
the sourae of the sound. 
A further study of this phenomenon was conducted by 
marking off, 1n six .foot lengths:, a straight 50 foot line• 
at one end of which was the be.11.. At ea.oh six foot mark, 
the blindfolded subject attempted to po1nt a yard stick,.. 
mounted on a surveyor•s transit, in the place usually oc-
oupi~d by a te1eseope, toward the sou~ce of , the sound., His 
angular e!"ror was recorded i ·n degrees. 
aesults 
The results of Part I ~nd Part ·11 .will .be . treated to-
gethel" since. they we1--e obtained .. by the same experimental 
techntque. 
Tho subjectte general. orientatio~· made no .obser·vttb1e 
d1f'.fe:rence 1n the path which he traced.. Subjects who weve 
blindfolded and . ta..~en to the .field in a car exhibited 
similar · behavior when at. a later date they were tested •. . ,. 
after walking normally to _ the field. Apparentfy the loss 
of' visio·n and bearing disorients a normal subject to a very 
great extent. It was also noted that i ·n most cases~ sub-
jGcts who bnd walked to the field ware unable to. point 
to the north correctly, after a few minutes of blindfold 
walking. Absolute direction and absolute orientation do · 
not exist under the experimental conditions. 
General environmental condi ttons affect di.fferent 
subjects to different extents, and hav& different effects 
, ,; . ' 
on the same subject when lle, is walking under different 
. -- ·- .. - - ' 
instructions. When the .instructions were nwalk in a 
straight linen• the sun. and wind gave eonsiderable assist-
ance to some of t ,he subjects. When the ,instructions were 
"make yourse lt indifferent to dire~tion., just walk in the 
easiest wayu. the sun seemed. to have no er.feet. In. faot , · 
subject w • . n •• who frequently introspected as he wa1ked, 
several times maaa remarks such as "Here comes that darned 
sun around again" ' which indicated that the warm.th of the 
su:n gave him sane orientation-. His course,- however,. · was 
almost iden t1cal on cloudy day a: and sunny days. The effect 
-... 
of the sun may be summarized as giving some orlentatlon and 
therefore helping a . subject to walk in a straight line., 
if that is his purpose. On the oth~ band,- if he 1s passiv'3 
regarding his direction~ the influence of the sun 1s very 
slight in detel'm;n;ng hi~ path,- No subject w,s able to 
walk in a straight line,- ~y means of the orientation he 
, ."; . .. ,;. -
gained from the aunts rays, 
The wind is somewhat more important than the sun in 
determining a subject• s d1re<.ltion, A strong w1nd makes a 
subject walk in a path which resembles a row of e ,• s written - ' 
in longhand. The longer axis of movement in such ¢ .ases is 
1n the direction 1n which the wind bl.owa.. A mind bre-eze 
bas less effect,- and assists orientation but little.- A 
naive subject is apt to report that the breeze is shif'ting 
in its direction. rather than to realize that he is walking 
in spirals. ( See Appendix for introspections.) A eubjeQ't 
who is W$lk1ng under tension and indifferent to direction 
is _frequently upset emotionally by the wind. It throws 
him off' his course and makes it dif'fi.cult for him to main-
tain his balance. He 1s more apt to resist the force or-
the wind than the in.di vidlb.al who 1s walking relaxed. 
Two young women acted as subjects in the presence of 
a number of men who were "working out" fol'" track. While 
the nien -were at one end of the field,. the women were highly 
aware of them~ Even when the _hubjects . were pa. ssi ve to . 
. 
direction and walking "in the easiest w~" their :paths 
dev~ated away from the position of the men. {See Pl.ate I• 
C I:E.) · These were the only instances in wh1eh the presence 
,, ;. 
of persona in the field produced a noticeable change 1n tbe 
I _.,,' • • - • 
form of ·t11e pa th. 
The ef:rect of the subjec:tt s body pos.1 tion wJ.11 be 
" 
treated fully in Part III and there.fore will. not be discUssed 
here. It was discovered that the body pos1 tion did affect 
the form or the path traced by the subject • 
. Tbe position of the hands, whether hanging at the sides . 
limply, used as in norm.al walking, pla!'ed on the hips or 
in the pockets., made no obaervnbla difference in tb:i sub-
jects' .J.X\ ths. 
0'11'- :results on the effect or sound are at variance 
with Schaeffert s, but this is explainable on tba basis ot 
the conditions urner wh1ch the · experiment. Wf.\S iperformed. 
The study• from which he concluded that ap1ralling was · 
unaffected by tha subject's a.b1lity or ina.b~lity b). hear, 
vm.s condue ted in· an · 1sola ted region wl~ere extraneous sound.a 
were unimportent .. aa orienting factors. The present study 
was conducted on the campus where tb9 subjects were ,familiar 
w1 tb the sounds and knew their location. For example., a · 
street car could l» beard fol'" a long distance as it aaoended 
, , . 
the hi,11• and,. three times,. subjects Vlere observed to change 
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their direction as they walked,. so that the7 continued to 
!'ace the moving car. On being questioned later,. the sub-
. . . . . 
jeots denied doing this consciously... In general• sounds 
were diff1cult to locate and probabl7 played only a snall 
part in determining tha . routes.., No dit:ferenee . could be · 
noted in a subject's i;ath depending on which ear wore the 
watch. This was systematically tested 1n twelve subjects. 
All subjects walked 1n spiral. paths. · .It is obvious 
' . . 
that all ·such !"actors as the irun• wind,. ·environmental sounds• ,_. . . . . ' . . 
slant of' gztou.nd, et cetera.,. functioned not .as cues by means 
. - . _........,, ·.- ·~--~- . ·. 
of which the sUbjects m?:ided themselves 1n spiral pith lmt . 
were .. d1sturbanoei, that had the effect_!£. mod1f'Y1ne or or 
producin~ ~reelar1ties in the path. The basic fcrm .2£. the . 
path, unde~ homogeneous field conditions .!! !. helical. spiral. 
The size or . the spiral varied in the seme subject at d1f• 
' ' 
f'erent times: and frequently undel" the same conditions.-
.. - -
The diameter of .the anallest spire.ls was 18 reet. (WR, . . - .. .. -· -~ . . .. . . . •- · - .- -... 
· v1a.llting at ,the rate of l step every 2 seconds, reloxed 
and. indifferent to direet1.on.) • The diameter .or · the l.argest 
spiral was 600 .feet. _ . (MR- attempting · to walk 1n a . straight 
11ne~) The average dfaniete:rf Of tlle spirals •. for all sub;..:. 
jeets and under all conditions, when passive to d<lrect1on 
was 228 feet. 
' \ . f 
When walking. passive to direction, and relaxed, as 
speed increased,, 
a. the s1ze or the spiral increased 1n 84.5,& of' the 
oases 
b. ; the ,stze of .t~: .spi~al: ·de~reased, in 10.5;& of the cases 
·. the:re ,w'as ,no correlation between size and speed in 
. . . . . ·: ~· . . ' . , . 
5.2,C of' the c.aseti';.. 
. 1•~- I ' - .' - - • • ; • • 
•· .aliz .:wop~rt1onal to :tha _ 
·.Pht~s X ~ -•VIII) .. . 
speed of, ~allting. {See 
~{llen walking._ passive to dli-ection;; under tension~ as 
tp.e SJ?!'~d increased,,. 
a,. the size ot the sp~!31 1:ncl!eased in 73.4% of ~be _ cases 
. .- . . , -. 
b. the size of t .he spiral remained constant in 6.5% of' 
-the cases. 
c., the - size of tbe spiral ~ecx-eased in 13.3% of •the cases 
a:. f;l:ero was n? re.lation betwe~n • spt:ted and s.1ze or the 
. spiral. 1n 6~5% of .the .cases. ( See Table · I) 
Tension increased· the ' size ' or the spiral over the size 
under relaxation in , 55.5% of the subjects.; c~used. - deerease 
.· ... _ .... _ ·.· .. , .. , -.· , : .:' . •. ; ' ·: - . ~. - '. ·•: · =~ ·-, .• , . :.:."' -· ··_'-.. \ --• . : . -.. - . . - . ·• ·- • -- . . • 
in 33.3% 1, a n:l brought. about no r e~pv dable dif.f'ex-ence in 11.2% 
•· . , '- ' .... . . -~ f. 
. . . . 
of the subjects. (See Table .III) 
When the' su.bjeets irare relaxed• the size of the 'spirals 
- •, • . • -. ' • - • ·~ • ' • ' • . • ! .. • -
increased. :1n ovel' 84% of t)le oases as their r~te of walking in-
creased... When w~lk1ng ten~ion• ?nly 55.5~ of tbs . subjects 
• • " : • ' ' ; • I " C _' • · • C 
increased , th~ size of their spirals propo~t1onal w 1th _the 1r speed 
of walking. The di_f ference may be explained. 1n terms ·~ · the 
type or tension involved. Some subjects h9.d what may be called 
a . •closed• reaction, 1n v1h1ch the tension inhibited movements. 
25. 
The: subjects appeared to h~ cnr:rying -a beavy . load which re~ 
• •.•,, • ,, O y '. • : . " • ••• . •'. • , ' , • • • •.' • 
• • : . Y O • •• ••• • '• • •.•: • • . , • 
quired .slow deliberate movement,. . Other subjects ~howed an . . . ._ .-, . . · · . . 
•open:t ,:.eact1on, in which the · t~ns1.o.nwas expended through move.;. .. . ' . . . ' ·- -_ . . 
ment. In these eases the size of the ~p1ral.s increased propor-
ti()na.1 to · the acceleration of velocity,~ 
In .the results# taken as a whole,, . there was no marked 
tendency .for the subjects to spiral to the right, rather than 
' . . ··. , . . -· 
to the l~ft, or vice versa.. 
ot the subjects alternated right and left turns. 
31~6% showt3.d .m~rked preference for r1ght turns. 
'.Ll!9% showed marked preference for left turns. 
31.:J.1' ~piraled to the right and left without any observable 
system. ( see Table !II) 
1l'he course ·or 82.5% or. the subjects b.ecame smoother . ', . . ,. ' . 
(1. e._ le,s mlnoI' fluc.tuat1.ons) under tension than .under 
relax~tion. The reverse was . true or .12~ of the cases. 
(See Table III) 
Constant movement decreased the. s.1ze ot the. arcs over 
the 'step and rest' . typa or mov,ement • 
. Fluctuations in d11•ect1on were more i'requent and 
erratic in children than in adults.. {See Plates VI • VII) 
Table· i 
Relative · S.P1ra1 C ircum:f'eren<Se_ 4,verag~s · 
~roduced by subjects walking Relaxed. 
Subject 
WA • . ' 
LA •. 
























205 tt. . 141 ft. 
·. 2a3 • :rt. 460 ft .•. 
, ·. 
490 ft. 238 ft-. 
190 tt. 240 ft. 
117 tt. 120 ft. 
.205 ft. 284 f't •. 
157 f't • 440 ft. 
99 tt. 188 f't • . 
377 ft. 275 tt. 
283 ft. 52l, ft. 
189 ft. 249 ft • 
80 :ft. 352 ft. 
396 ft. 397 ft. 
119 .rt. 109 rt. 
278 ft. 364 ft. 
121 ft. 290 ft. 
43 ft. 83 ft. 
.183 ft. 140 .f't. 
142 ft. 380 ft. 
240 tt. 374 .tt. 
96 .ft •· 213 :tt. 
204.6 rt. 279 ft. 
One step · Ratio of Ratio of 
pe:tt i · aec • .II/I in III/I ' in. 
.lII per eent. per cent • 
244 rt. es.0 110.95 
-~Ol ft. 162.6 1'1'7 .15 
819 :tt. 48.6 167.l 
339 tt·. 126-.5 178.5 
610 ft. 102.5 521.8 
484 .ft. 138.4 236. 
659 ft. 280. 419~5 
407 ft~ 190. 411.7 
' 
462 ft. 72.9 122.4 
260 ft. 184.3 91. 9 
.302 ft. 131.B , 159.'1 
602 ft.. 44-0. 752. 
460 ft.. 100.2 . 116.l 
. 89 rt. 91.e 74.75 
162 . ft. l.30.9 252.2 
620 ft. 238.9 . 429.4 
l.60 ft. 193.l 371.9 
255 rt. "16.s 139.4 
457 ft. 267 .s 32l..3 
662 rt. i55.9 275.a 
620 f't. 222. 6460 
.. 496 .ft. 136.19 242. 
27 • 
. · ']!able II -
Relative Spiral Circumference :Averages produced by sl.i> je~ts 
W!\ lking under, 'Tension 
, ·one step One step One step ,--, ·Ratio Ratio of 
Subject ._- pe~ :.2 sec per. ·  sec .• .1. of II/I III/I in per z see., -- .. - .. . I II III in _J . . pe~ _, cent 
' ; 
WA• 565 f't~ 388 f't • . , 377 tt. 68.'75 66.'7 
LA. 426 482 484 .12.9 113.6 
BS~ 380 ;388 428 .02.2 .112.6 
BR.: 294 290 282 98.6 95.9 
at.: 90 282 523 584. 
·,: 
CM~, ~82 258 659 Sl.5 251.9 
nn. 492 668 733 .15.5 149.l , 
HK •• 11'.16 206 314 Ll.'1 .• 6 178.4 
HB. · 379 490 943 129.3 248~'1 
, , 
m.- 188 204 566 108.4 300.9 
MR. 458 378 268 82.5 55.l 
MM. 121 347 513 286.3 424. ,, 
< 
ow. 16'1 206 565 123.3 338. 
' PT. 156 240 684 154. 427.8 
RN. 807 119 770 14."1'7 95.5 
' , 
TC. l23 131 163 106.3 1:32.6 
WR. 79 2402 148 3410. 187~2 
SB 191 220 253 115.1 132.5 
Averages: 299 rt. 422 ft~ 482 .tt. 141.2% 161. '/, 
·2a. 





































































































































The :frequency of changes in direction-,, from right to 
left and vice versa, was greater ~nder relaxation thnn 
- - _ . ..._........ . . 
under tens1on in 95· •. s,% of the cases·. As speed increased, 
, -
both under tension and relaxation~ tba frequency of changes 
in dir ect1on decreased per unit of space •. 
The more de:f'in1te goal.,- _ other things beint;f equal.-
the more direct the course to 1t~ Under instructions to ~ - ' - :~ . ,, ..... - ....... :· . . 
nwalk 1n a straight ~1ne1t; all or the _ subjects made stra1 ghter 
paths than those made under instructions to walk in the easiest 
' -~ . ·:•-· . 
w,~Y• _ The average diametei- or ~he spiral~ under 1nstruet1ons 
to walk in the simplest way was 228 feet. Under instructions 
to "walk in a straight line" the average diameter was 326 
feet, an increase or _ 23%.- Thus~ the more def1n1 te the goa~, 
the straight-er the course to 1t. When a subject 1s told to 
walk in the easiest way. plSSi ve to direction, the instructions 
set up no def1n1 te point to which he · 1s to go. He is given a 
method of w·alking. not an end 'toward which he is to walk. 
If• on the · other hand, he 1s told to wnlk _ to , a certain spot 
or told to walk. in a s~rnight line. his conscious field becomes 
more highly structured. He has a definite . act to perform. A 
great difference could be noted in the subjects• behavior. 
Vfuen told to walk in a straight line, or to walk toNard an 
object. they .became more active. more interested, and gave 
. ·, . . .... . ·.. . 
indications or being under greater _tension. :". :(Seo Pl.ate IX . "'. . ,, . . .. ; . '. . . . .' 
for diagrams of paths made under instructions which _varied 
. : . . '• 
the def'initeness of the goal. See appendix for relevant 
introspections.) 
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29. 
Results .· of Experiment III·• · ---- .--.,,.., ----- -
The data obtained in this experiment augmented the 
preoe•ding data · ~in~e it represented a dU'f'erent and· more 
• • • ; • > • , ', ·- • • • 
dtetailed attack , on the probleni of · movement; .In sddi tion to 
. ' . 
the ,Previous results,. data on ti:me end length · of st'ride were . . . : ; - -~- . . . 
obtained. 








Actual Rate or 
time per walking 




One step per inches . seconds. per f'obt • or spirals 
' ' ' 
2" relaxed 























2.16 1;77 193.9 
~96 ~62 130~5 
.6 .33 256.2 , 
1;aa 1;33 191;6 
;99 ~59 220~2 
.65 .4.2 253.5 
,' 
2.~5 2;22 54; 
.;735 .;354 272~ 
.5 • 26 284 • 
·3~2 s~a 79.G 
~384 ~312 2402~ 
.• 476 .253 147.8 
* Subject cl'la~ed posture ~om tclosedt to 1 open1 type, i-e-
, ; 
* 
leasing energy through move~nt rather than tl:rough holding 
· ' - ' ' 
bod-;r rigid. 
so. 
Summary · or results for Subject PT 
Speed and Av. Actual Rate ot Av. 
Tension length of time per walking cireum-
stride in step in in seconds ference 
One step per inches seconds. per foo.t. or spirals 
2" relaxed 27;4 ~845 ~37 325 tt. -
l" relaxed 23~15 ~93 ·;493 46'7 
i" relaxed 25.7 .508 .23"1 757 
2" tensed 2s;o5 ~729 ~348 156~4 
l" tensed 23;6 ~654 ~322 240~ 
½" tensed 25.6 .. 468 .22 684. 
These results ot walking at tJ::e rates or one step 
every tv10 seconds. one step every second and one step every 
- --
one-half' second und'.e:r tension am, relaxation -indicate the 
folloV:ling facts: 
1. Length of st:ride increases with tlle speed of \'Talking., 
under conditi·on-s of both ,tension and ,relaxation. 
2. The s i~e of _spir ~ls increases as the speed ot 
walking increases. 
3. A subjeet•s estima tation o:r time is _s.r.reeted by bis 
speed of waJ.kiDg and bodil.y tens1 on. 
See Appendix tor complete_ ;ntr•osr,ections describing walking 
under the above conditions. 
Tte · f ollow1Dg tables .present the results obtained when 
the ]subjects walked w1th their bodies bent, at the rate of one 
.- / ,; __ -. . . . • - . 
step per 2 seconds 



























































S~bject SR. spil'aled conaistently to the r1@lt w:11,n 
walking unde:r instructions to tt go in the easiest way• end 
< , •• _ ·.• ' " •· • • 
be passive to d:irection.U When he V1alked with his body bent 
. . ·. -.. . 
forward, he used a lQng str~e and .walked in rather large 
sPi:r&.ls. When he leaned backwards~, ·.bls stride and spirfll: 
size wer e reduced apwoximately 205' and 38~ respeot.ive]y. 
A right boda' le.an reduced the length oi' stride and size of ~. . . . . 
spiral tQ a t9-""eat.er extent then the other variations studied. 
The most interest~ng ·:t"e~lts were obt~ned when t~ subject 
walkeclwi th 'his body bent t.o tm left. H1a path ( See Plate X) 
flue tuated to the right and left in a veey unstable uanner, 
" . .. 
making, aEJ a Y4lole, a long aro to the right. The path 













He se€!lled . very much dlst~bed while ~a;ki.ng:, and t:t'pparently 
ha~ _d1f'f'ieu1ty me.:1.ntn:tnlng his balance~ . He said tlll t this 
P.art of' .the experiment was the most d1fN.eult f'or him~ though 
he didn't kn<M" why. These results indicate that body lean 
af'rects the subje,c~1s stride ., his est_im':1-tion or time, and 
th~ ... size_ of' _,t:h~. spiral~ -which b.e traces. 
Subject PT. shmred similar b·ehavior; , thoughttlere was 
. . 
. . . 
less variation under the different conditions. Hts intro-
spections follow:: 
Forward bend. ".Found that tmre. was ,much gre~ter tendency to 
Qscilate bsckand forth than under upright oondi iaon. Right 
and· lef't balance seemed to generally upset, but _ not in any· 
specific direction#-· 1,. e •~ to the rl.ght or left." 
Backward bend. "Vias under -considerabl.e muscular strain. -----
Much mor.e the.n bending for1.vard. Orientation was more upset 
than und.8?" previous condition. Had difficulty in walking at 
all., and seemed to be tipping f'ttom 011e side to tm otbor.· 
Could not determine beforehand which step would bnlanca me.-
. - . ' 
Had to truce several e-xtra steps to. get my balance. Field . 
was all daranged.n 
R1,it bend. "Very difficult to walk. _ There was a tendency to 
wallt to the le ft to keep from .falling. Was irimarily aware 
of ~dy- strai.n and .disor1enta.t1on with respect to right and 
' 
left." 
Left bend. "Much the sane as right band, w1 tt>. the opposite --- -
companse.tion.tt 
33. 
The e.rrect or acceleration on the tom of the , supjeet's 
' "'. ·, "'. •-. : ··. "" ~ : · ·: - -· ~ ;,. • • : .. . • ,, • :t-
path was studied. As might be expected, the more rapidly , 
, ·. '" ' \ - •... ' ·1· ,..; _ ;-:- ·- · - : ·' • ' - " 
be walked• the longer his , stride and the smaller th.3 angle 
,. • •' ' .. , > •. · _;_ - ;.,,_ . : . . -: .. .:. ' .--~- .' . • - - ... -. . . . • . 
or curvatnI"e,. i. E:>•~ the larger the apiral. The subject began 
at_ t~ ~ate, _Of l st~p ev~ey thr-ee seconds, and gradually increased 
his speed to tm maJt1mum. -The resulting curve closely approx!-
.. . , .. : . . ' '.:·· ... . _, - -- . . . · ... .. ·----
mates ! lo'garlthmlc spiral,'' the curve ~t growthtt (Thompson). · 
(SeePlate XI) 
. . 
Tbe eur.ve obtained fr,om a subject who attE1J1pts to wa~ 
,at a constant I"ate for five minutes er mor-e has tmaee cbarac..: 
-r ,. • 
ter1st1c,.:ph~_ses. all. of which are stages in l:1 . single _process. 
' -
Cl) 'l'.be fir st f~w -steps..- usually between SQ ,p.d 100, trace 
a very wid~ arc. (2) this . arc leads into a ' oircular ar spiral 
. ,• .. 
.fo:em of' am.al ler dimensions. ( 3)' There ·io no · sharp dividing 
line between the thmd pbasa ~nd, the second. The ttiird phase 
isc];nract&r i~ed by_smalle~ _ and s~aller sp1~~~s• ·The total 
path resembles a reverse logaritbm1c .SJ?il:Jal.;...the curve of 
degenet>at1 on. 
These obse~ved changes have their sub ~ective counterpart. 
Sub.ject sa. introspects, thl!hen I start to walk~ I try fol' 
W I · .Q,•QI . . ___. . · -. \ ' • . · 
awhile to ,,alk at .the speed you told :r_ne to. and when I get 
that down. I let my mind wande:r or day dream ard just keep 
walking 'till you tell me to sto P•" 
Sub,Ject BR. sta~es. "I alwaJS f .eel ;tretty ':ell oriented when 
I 13 ,tar·t ·to walk. The feel1ne; probably arises Tu.om t~ tact 
Tl/ESE S/JIRALJ /4/E/?F __  
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54 
that my environment 1s ruos_t stable whe~ I am standing still. 
This mkes me feel stable and. oriented.: lNhen I wa 1k I ignore 
direction ani think only of my rate. of walking and ei~her 
relaxation or tension as demanded by the experimenter. 
A.fter ltve walked an hm1dre.d feet or so, it usually te·els· 
as though I am rather detached :from tl:e erim.ronment, and 
just drift:tng along. Sometimes :tt seems as though I am · 
circling, wt I .,try to i&'lora it.,:1~--
;There ' are exceptions to this typical series of emnges+ 
Subject WR•i f~r example, 1n one experiment consistently- . 
- ) . . ,: . 
:1.nereased tho size of the spirals which he traced.- Re e.e• 
counted tar this by volunteering tha informatton that he . . - . . . 
felt very sl~epy tn the beginning,, but that the walk rad _ 
awakened him:. 
The e:ffects or wind and ._field s lo~ were investigated, -
It w~s found that both wind and the sloping ground produced 
•·' - . . ' 
the sali'..e effect on the .:subjects' course. Whereas norm.ally .. . . . . . ' . . .. :~ :·'\';:>·. 
the spirals c:iosely over;l;ap each other they .form a series ot 
' ' .,' --.s~-·: ·. ' ' ; ' .. ' : ,_· . '', ·.' ;,_';·., ' ·. . . .. . . , .. 
smaU_ f,3Cr1p~ "~•.a~' l!hich move downh11l, or dCM"n wind. if' those 
fae tor are present. As the· i11tensity of. the wind. ol" the .. . ' ' . . 
slope _of the fi~ ld 1s increased• the distance between the 
"e's" increases • . When either .force. was suf.ficiently strong,. 
the course became a wide aro approximating a straight line • 
Results of ·Experiment IV. ,_._. . ----
:In tl?,is experiment., .five subjects ' were 1ns.tructed to 
ref'i-ain fi>om removing their blindfolds~ No other instructions 
were giv:ert~ . Their behavior was observed tor. five minutes, 
and at the end of that time they w·ere asked · to Wl",ite · sn intro.;. 
spection. describing their . thoughts and feelings during the 
peri-od. 
Subject SR'4i 
·Remained motionless for one minute.,. then said, "·whenever 
you ,are ttbout ready i tell me ~" · Two minuteR, fifteen seconds: 
sh1f'tsd·weig;h.t , _to other f,oot. : No other observable changes 
dur.ing the five minute period" 
. His introspection: UAf'ter . the .· box waa placed over my head_ 
I was .'£ui"ned ar~nd • . I heard ' the footsteps or the experimenter 
and th.eri tr.ere :was silence. First .l: thought that he had for- ·· 
gotten soimthing and had gone a;fter it~ ;'.[ remembered that we 
had cheeked everything thoroughly. .Mext~ l thought tba t he 
was compilin€f q.ata about. our locati9n, .etc • . l · became a little 
uneasy ~rid said, · ' Whenever you ar,e e.bout ready• tell me., 
Ir ecei ved no answer • . I bee.a.me more uneasy end shifted my 
weight to my right foot . .,. ! .was constantly alert for returning 
footsteps • . · Since I had no instructions and my instructor had 
placed me, I -didn't ch!m ge my position.:" . . . . 
Subject . v,rH. 
Fifty-five seconds after starting -asked, ttis this a 
silence test?" One minute, forty-five seconds: he shifted 
weight without moving feet off' the ground~ · 
. 1fis . introsl,)3otions: nNo instructions were given to me in 
·this experiment., t&rei•ore I had no idea what was expected of 
me. The experimenter merely pu.t the. goggles on me and then 
walked away. I thought I might have to write something be-
cause I .<fould bear :the paneil,.moving behind me. When the ex-
perimenter .failed to instruct me further I remained as passive 
as possible. I wanted to shi,ft my position a fe1., times but 
didn•t. My reason ror not moving more is hazy. but probably 
was due to the ·ract.; that I thought I might be expected to re-
main immovable• !wanted to say s o.nething, but was aft'aid I 
would spoil the expeP1ment so remained silent. My last move• 
ment was the result · of weariness in my legs." 
SubJeet ow~ 
was in almost constant motion during the. five minute 
period.; At first he paced. slowly back -and forth, then .· 
begon to walk in circles, later r .ev~ sed direction of circles. 
At the epcl ·or first minute· he asked,; "Ho• long does this go · 
on?~ . Thirty se_¢onds lateri 0 If you want 1:(\ ~ow how my directions 
are.,· they ar-e gone. 0 · 
His introsPect1ont u At f'ir st l moved because I find that 
I ean keep my bilanee j5etter that way • . Tben. after I realized 
.. that l: was to rece_iv-e no instru.ctions; ·1 assumed tr.at Mr. 
Brlgden wa~ interested in my movem~nts, so I consciously 
moved a .bout the room., bee.a.use l thought that he wanted me to., 
Arter ·r had located the walls am _val"1ous large objects 1n · 
the roomi I attempted to v,allt in as large a circle as ·• possible. 
Since· Turr. Brigden ·did ·not answer ,my questions, I assumed truit 
he did not w1sh to reveal his location~ . l wondered how · tong 
the experiment would list. &nd _if I waa doing satisfactorily. 
Su.bject irrr •. 
Neither moved nor spoke during the i'fvir minute per1od.. 
Hia . introspection: °For the -moment -l: he.d no idea as to the 
exact purpose o? the experiment though '·t thought it ·was eon• 
neoted 'With war1t ·on circular movement~ .' '.fhan as I . stood -waiting 
fer ins tt-uct1ons, I noted· a slight swaying ·of' ·the body am thought 
of the neurological. test· tw. the Romberg ·st gn • . After that I 
tried to stand ·as still as passi ble.. I quite def'1n1teJ.y had 
the inter1t-~on of standing as motionless. as possible." . 
Subject [10'.-
Whistled dtwing the first niinute• then asked., uwhs.t am 
I suppos·ed to do, if any'l" · Three minutes and twenty seconds 
latei- he asked, "Am I all.owed · to ·walk around?" · On receiving · 
no answer, af'ter,a few seconds pause, be took. one step tor• 
ward. · 
Hin 1ntrospoction: 11¥-ih,e,n .· !he blindfold was put on, I . . 
waited calmly for ·a signal• ,seconds pissed and 1· became impatient. 
I was r ,eady·to go;; ·but no sigmi1. I finally asked what I 
was supposed to d9. · No anWVIer. I swayed back and forth and 
finallY 1x>ok a step. I began to settly mysel.f then. to calm-
ness. · I was resigned to immovab111ty and than - the experimenter 
cal.led time • . l still had a sense of incompleteness; or 
needing action.," 
37. 
Results of" Exp3riment v ... 
Th,e put>pose _ of this experiment _ was to s bidy goal 
localization as 1t ·arfected the couraa of a subjeet who 
~ttempted to walk toward .the goal in a straight line. The 
goal seleet~d was bell which sounded continually,. The blind-
folded sUbject started .from. a point 50 feet away and _ attempted -~ . . . . - . . ' 
to walk in n straight line- to,vard the sour-ce -of the sound. 
Plate Xl:I shows eight routes .followed by- two subjects. All 
subjects traced a wavy course which gradually narrmvad in 1 ts 
fluctuattons as it app!'oached the Q~ll" ·why, we may ask• 
> ' • . ' ! 
when the g,al :Ls a. point -with a definite loc-a t1on, does -the -
subject not walk to i.t in st1.,ai~ht line? The subject 
~imaelf' (SR) auswe~s the question. •When I started to we: lk •. 
th~ bell_ aounded_as though , it were a Sat?-~ralized sound coming 
from _en a.res. about two i'eet high and about _fifteen ~eet long. 
I tried to wQlk tOHard tho spot 1n' tl-it middle of- t)lis area 
whi.ch seemed ioudest. The sound soon seemed to be coming 
' . 
from too left;• ,so I moved mol'e in that dir ect1on. It seemed 
as though I ,couldnit pull myself .fa!' enou~ <fver • . and then 
an instant later the sound· seemed to oo farthei'- to the right. 
The area of sound narrov1ed down as I approached and when I 
' . . ~ - . . . ' . . . , ' 
was told to stop ( three feet from the bell} I felt n s though 
the l>ell had . contracted to .a · round area of. sound about eight 
inches in diameter,.,,_ It beoamo constantly clearer and more. 
! . ' , 
- ' 
def'ipite d~ing all the time I walked tONard it." - Similar 
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In the second part of' Expet"iment v, four subjects 
attempted t ,<t aim a yardstick at the source of the sound . 
. . ·•·, .. . .. . -- ' . , . . _; 
(the bell),. at six t"oot intervals along a straight line. 
- . . . ' . ' 
'!'heir e~rors were recorded in degree·s~· The following table 
ind.lea tes the results • 
. subject. Av,. error · for 
all distances 
P-. E!. av. 











The low· p ,. E .. indicates how constant the errors ware~ 
~s a or fac~., there was a slight .increase 1n the angle 
of errt.:>r: of locaJ.ization as the subject became farther removed .. . .. .. -i . -.~- ", .. .- ·. .. • .• . . . -~. ' . . _' . . . . . - . ·. . 
~om the sound.. If w_e-_assume _ that the angular error of looal1• 
zation remains constant• 1.t follows tba t the projection of the 
. •. . ' ' ' ' ' ' f~ .... 
. angle would mark f.>~f through the bell,. as the subject moved 
awa7 from the bell. 
'!'hes& .results are taken to mean tl'.at the tgoal• or: the 
subject,. from a dynamic, .field standpoint 1s an area baiting 
! r-
the diameter of' the error of localization • . 
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Discussion 
In order to understand .the significance and implications 
of our results. let us make an analysis of movement. We · 
,. - .. - . ,. 
shall begin by. ~sk1ng the question,, wkr does!, person walk at 
. all? In order _to a:n?Wer this question let us clnr1fy what . we 
mean by_ i:erson. Biologi~a~J.y, 11 person is , complex organism., 
- J \ 
all of vrhose Pf';rt& bear certain functional relationships to 
eaeh other. A. knowledge or this fact does not guarantee an 
understanding of the organismts behav1~. This is true,. be-
cause in tm first place the organism never acts independ~ll.ltl.y · 
of its environment. . Thus t:l kn0'1ledge of the environment is · 
imperative. - Mo17eover" an under.standing of a personts behavior 
den1ands that the f'o:r:ees w:tth1n and without the individual be · 
reduced to e om.'11on terms. It would be :ru tile to attempt to · 
p:-ed:tct an orgg;n1sm's .behavior ,.n a given environment,. i:f we 
. . . ? . • ' . . . -
·,,: 
ebnaidered the organism 1~ terms of structure •. and too $nv1ron• 
ment in terms or function. 
·. Since both thG person and his environment exhibit the 
~opertiei:1 _of_ dynam;c fields, a frui tfu~ set of terms and 
c on.c ep ts to use in. our study wi 11 be those or dynamic s. 
- -
-~ ' 
Thus we can speak or the person as a part o:f a field. 
prope1.,ties and activities will be t field determined•. 
Bis 
H1s 
behavior will have the properties of a "rector. It is in tmse 
ternis then, that we w1ll def'ine our person. 
Now to ~eturn to the original question: · WhY does , a .. 
person walk at all? The dynamic answer m1JSt be that th& • 
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field . is unbalanced, 1.. e. •· there 1s a difference in potential 
1n the f:t~ld. subjectts wa;tk1ng !!. the method by which 
the fielil.~- 'includin-s the subject • .!!_. to return to equ111br1um. 
Some readers may wish to ask how the subject knew that the 
., -~- ·- . . . . . . ' ,; . . - .. - '" . "' -
field, was d:l.sequ1'11brated~ 'how he "knew 1that walking would · re-
:;._-.! , . . - . . • -.. ;," ·.· - . • •- . • 
estt1bl1sh . equflibrtum • . · and w~ he was inter~sted 1n re-balancing 
.. - . ~:.; . .. •· : . 
. ·t ,.,_, -
the ,f 1eJ.d • Tlleee q~st1ons Will ~rise . only in · the minds of 
those people who · i'"orget that the subject -is a dynamic part of 
·:·· . --~ . 
the fleld. .• - While he is n unit in h1ms~;r: .• he is a .~ the EJ9llle 
tSme an 1nte~~J. of a ~rger fie~. Moreover.Ii jhe terms 
equilibrium ttnd di sequ111brium refer to t1~ 1d dynamics rather 
'. .--- . . • . • . • -~- . -. - •' " 
~hen the subJ~!-)tt ~ , 1m~!t.3~;on ot the field. Phenomenologically, 
. . '· . ... . . 
the d1sequ1J.ibrat1on. occtWs \then _th& subject 1s given the in• 
struetions" to walk• and ac.oepts them> or agr-ees to walk. · The 
subject d9es x,iot say, '~Thos~ 1~truct1on~ d:i.se;qu.1librate my 
~st~ibutlon o~ energy$ and. by .folloW,.ng thQl.1:, e~111brlum will 
be establ1shed.tt lie gfgrees to hel~ in the ex~riment; the ex-
perimenter · tel.1$. him w}la t to do, so he does it. 
'l.'he result a of Ex,Perlment IV danonstrate· that as soon 
as the observers agreed to 'be·. subjects :tn the experiment cexatain 
' -
changes ' took place. Tension's were establ1shed,. and in the ab-
. , . . 
senc.e of . instructions regarding the1:r release. the subjects 
-· . . . :, . ,. . . . 
proceeded u, set up goals tmrard which they might strive. TC. 
,. 
was the only sub~ect t~ specif1°-al1y ment~on ,a nsense or 1ncom• 
pleteness11 in his introspection. 1:Jmvever, four, of' _the ?bservers 
verbally expressed the same feeling at the term:b•tion ot the 
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ex,trerimeut. · The results rather definitely , demonstrate that 'no 
. . . 
activity takes place in' tl:e absence of a goal. toward l'lhich it 
may . be directed. E~presseq,.dynamical.ly1 when tms1ons aere 
. . 
arous-ed i11 the subje~t by his acooptance of . the ro1e o£ ·ob- . 
_sE3rver; a·nd sin.ce the f'ieJ.q_hei! n~t been structured by the 
expel .. imenters instructions• the'. subject p:ro.eeeded to effect P .
. - . ,- . . . .. - . .,.. . . . ... ,, . ' . . 
stvucturizs.t;ton wl'4eh represented his notion or tba field ar:range-
--- . , ' ~ ' . 
. . 
ment desire, ·d _by the e:xperime~teJ.. This leads us to the next · 
question . concern1ng movement. 
Where does a subject walk? Let us c onsidel" this problem 
.. . --- . ,. "' 
in terum or dynamics. All wr1ter.s on this subject agree that 
.t~re is _ on~~ one P?~s1ble ans1l!'e~. All d1sequ111brated fields 
' . ; . . . . . 
return to e~uil1br1um the most direct route possible under 
~~e_ e1;:isti~ oon~t1ons. Since the .fleld we s:tte cansldering 
is a dynQnic f'ield, our subject must resolve .bis tensions by 
. . . ·- . - . 
the mortast ·possible route. When ~a speak o.r ~onger and 
• •. • • - • - - ·" • • _r ·I: . • - . - . ' .- . - . • 
shor.ter routaa, w& ref e~ to the length ot the path in rel.a t1on 
. •· - :· . . . ~-- . - . ,. . . - , . ' 
to the field in whi.ch the course is . traced. But we have al-. 
ready ··s~ate?, ·tM.t· m<:>vement has the iroporties of a vector: 
direction and ;force. 'l!hus. in those cases in v1bich there were 
no other complicating vectors in the field. the course would be 
a simple ona since it would be,'determined by a single vector. 
. ' 
In thc>se cases in which the field is hetc-rogeneous., including · 
hunierous factors whieh ai'i"aet tba moving subject, the pith 
will be more complex, 1. e •• its direction will. show greater' 
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fluctp,ations. . Thia does not. mean however that in a complex 
heterogeneous field• the subject follows a pl. th which 1s other 
. ... . .. 
than . the · s;mI?lef:1t poss 1b le) under the exist 1ng o on:11 t ions of 
field .structure.. Whenever we speak of least action or shortest 
rout& we ~pl.y j tbe added phrase: under tm existing field 
structure. Otherwise least. action and shortest route are meanin:g-
less.- i .Comparativfls and superlatives are always rel.a t .ive to a 
field. we are now faced with two mutually exclusive alterna-
, ti ves. · Either all behaVior does not follow the shortest pos-
st~l(f iath~ tr· e;se ,there is only one possible i;;ath which 
movement could .follow. Oonsifltency demands that we espouse 
th.a le.tte:r alternative. lnstea4 of speaking ot longer or 
shorter routes~ we can speak of THE route or a subject 1n 
a field. · 
1'he statement um~vement has the propeI"t1es or a vector" 
detru1nds , some expansion. We _examine a vector diagram in a 
physics b90k and see a 4 cm. line pointed north., a 3 cm. 
line pointed northeast and a 2 cm. line pointed west. The 
< • • , K. ' 
problem 1s to discover_ the resultant. It will be a 11ne having 
a certain length and direction. Unfortu.na tely this line does 
not n,p:re~ent ~he path which a subject would follow. whose 
stimulation might be symbolized by the component vectors. The 
resultant vector merely g1 ves the farce and 1 ts direction at 
a point. It is important to mention this fact for two reasons. 
!n the first place.,. no subject's course was straight. Thus 
11' motion followed the direction of the vectorial resultant. 
we would be faced with a dilemma. Either all sub'jectst 
'CO~ses WC::r1.1.ld be straight lines or else the1:r COUl"Se would 
not have the properties of vectors~ In the second place. a 
subje:tct can be stopped a~ an7 time• This would not be true 
11' .~ ., had to ~lk to the end of the line symbol1z1ng the re-
sultant vecto-rl If we realize . that the resultant vector 1s 
mere.l:y a f'oroe at a point .and tbat at another point the align-
. . 
ment of stresses w1~1 be dif' f'erents we shall have no dS:f'f1culty 
wi,tl:f tm concept of ve~tors~ · 
In · answering the question nv{here doea a sub jeQt walk'?" 
we must consider one more character1st1c of ~ovement within 
e. field. A subject Will continue to walk until he reaches 
• · ., • ~ .. • ''"'' •. ,, • , - • ·' 4 
h1tl goal. Th1a bas been shown to b~ tru.e also 1n the cas& of 
~1:1~s .(2, ,3} •. ,.Al~ho~gh_ the position .of' the g>al was ebanged 
and the spatial l"elat1onsh1ps bet?fe&n start and goal. were ~, ' . . . • · - .~ . ' •, . .- . , . 
s.lter~d• the rats continued. to search through the maze until 
'O·' , ' · - : • : . -• . • ,. • 
the goa 1 was reached. The search wou~ .be termin9: ted at _an7 
t1m$ /if the experimenter placed. some food before tb,e -rat. 
Similarly the walking movements of a subject can be. term1Mted 
at any-time by the word "Stop"• To the subject this. slt!n1f1es 
the achievement of the end. In terms of dynami~a •. equi 11bri.um 
has been achieved. 
Both the objective results and the introspections of 
the subjects reveal that the goal 1a not a a ~tic point in 
space, but that 1t 1s 1n itself. with reference to the subject,, 
a variable. A subject (litR.) who had just walked for- 10 
minutes at the rate or l step every 2 seconds, 1ndli'ferent 
to direction• when asked to d.efine what his goe.l. had bean• 
,_,' ··• -· ·~ ' ·~· . 
stated 11Wel1, _I tried to do what you asked me to •. to talte 
one step every a t-icks ot the watch a.n'l just wa.lk 1n the 
eaai&st way indifferent to wl»re I went. I was very relaxed.,. 
' .. ' . 
' · and when a . gust of' wind h1t :m&;t 1t almost knocked me ove:r.tt 
Compax-~ tbis with t.he same subject•s introspection fol.lowing 
a.ii attempt to walk in a straight line. "I have a feeling that 
I qidn't SP exactly straight, but I don1 -t know which way I did 
go. I trl ed to tllink what it felt like to walk st:r-alght, with 
my eyes .open, and then t:r.ied to get-the sme •reel'• Vftlenever 
. . ' 
I felt as though :t was begi. nning-to turn to one s 1de I would 
tt-y to compensatf! f Ozt it b~ increasing my tenslon: on that side 
and slightly twisting my body in. the direotlon I ,tb.ought was 
correct.. I was very tense all the time ,I walked. I couldn•t 
sean. to mlp 1 t . . If X tried to relax,. it felt; as though I 
Nothing 1s said .in .eitmr of these ' . . ,. ·. . ' .· .: ·-.-
1ntrospeet1ons: about . the goal being .a po-1nt in space. But 
suppose • that ~he subject is tol.d to try to walk to a de.finite 
spot 1n epaee. What will. be the na.ture of the . goal location . . 
under those Conditt ons? 
This _prob:Lem was studied in Experiment v-. Th& results 
obtained when a sUbject attempted to walk towa:rd a constant 
sound in a stra1g_ht line. indicated that while _ the . 5oal 
@zS1caJ.11 occupied !_ sin&le point in . space •. 1t 11,as phenom-
45.· 
enologlcalJ.z an ,area_ whoae . si:ze_ varies~~-subject' a 2.!.!-
t~nca''awaz•: ... On .the .bo.s1s. ,of.~.th~Lr.esult.s .. or _,. tbe second part or 
Experi:m.ent V i:n ·wh1eh the. subject attempted, at various distances. 
to point a meter stick toward the. source or tbe sound, we can 
formulate a :mo:re exact statement of . the relationship between the 
igoal. a.reat ,and the subject's distance from it. ~goal!! .2 
arett _l\lllose ,size varies in. diree:t proportion to the subject's 
distance away from.&~ · Under thee~ cond1t1ons 111 . .!:!:.!! geoe;r:aph1o 
defih.1teness ·of ~ - §.l;C>al varies inversall its size. · 
. . . . . . . . . · -
Another pr1nc:t.pls of . mot ion is deduc1ale from OU?t data. 
The s tra1ghtness of. the route leading to the goal 1s propor-........... . ,' . ' ' .......__, _______ ' ' ' . ---· ........... ------ - -----. 
tional to the energy e:'i>endedln direction.. The · .following 
data are i:r-esented in de.tense of this principle. 
Instructions demanding the expenditw.'-e of incrensed energ 
. . 
produce .a straighter path. In all cases 1n which a subject was 
told to .walk raster, his path more :.nearly approximated a 
straight line. Mo:re energy is required to increase one's speed 
of walking.. Both the subjec:t•s introspection and records or 
increase in pulse rate are indicative· of this conclusion. 
Instructions to ;n~ease tension while wa, Dt1ng produced 
straighter I:>.aths 1~ 55.~% ~i the cases stud1e s, more cur-ved 
paths in 33.a;lt i1nd. ~odu.eed no recordabls di.fference in ll.2_%. 
. - · - . - . 
· on. the baa1s of t~sE;_ statistic~ one might be inclined tf? 
doubt the soundness of the trinciple under consideration. 
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Jiowev.e~,, our . qualitative dfl"ta com~ . to .· our aid. _ Those subjects 
,, who made straighter courses under tension ex~essed their 
tension goalward 1n the i"orm of l.ongei? steps and mo:re filequent 
. · .. - , · -~ 
stepsi .:rn spite of the fa.et that they we-re instructed to Yi.allt 
,. .· · ,, .':. ·_'.' 
at a eer.tatn rate,, under tension they increased their speed .. . . ·_ . . . - .. . ~ - .· -, ,• -::~ -:. ' 
of walking beyond that r~te. .Those subject• whose course be-
came more eux-ved Ull4ier tE3XlS1on apparently turned their tension 
inwarc:L so. that it had art. inb1.b1tory effect. Their stride becwne 
aborter and their estimation ot time was affected in such a way 
that they stepped less :frequently tI,an the' instructions demanded_. 
Since the statement. of our la.w refers to ene:c>gy expended in the 
dil'•ec~on of' the goal. a~ c~ge· which retards a : subject in 
his movement toward the goal can not be ossumed to fall unde~ 
the law., 
;_ 
'ale longer_ a s~bject walkQ under a -~iven set of instruc-
tions. thtJ mo:re curved his course becomes. As he walks he 
becomes :fatigued, he has less energy to direct tov,ard the 
~oal, thus his course increases in our'?'ature, to a pittern 
which requires less energy to main:ta1n. 
Let us·.a.ttempt to trace the relationship between the 
two facts': .(l) tbe.t th& path becomes increasingl7 straight 
'!41 th inc~eased energy expenditure ln the direction or the goal, 
and {21 tha't a r .oute beco~s straf.ghte:r as .'the goal ts approached. 
ifl the goal '1s approached. it becomes more 'definite, tbus the 
, -· •' . -------
more definite ~goal~ straighter the path to .!!• When a 
subject 1s 50 feet mva7 from a bell. his movement is onlJ in 
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the general direction of' the sou.nd since his localization of' · ~. \~ - ..,: . . 
1 t is- inaceur ate. As he . appPoa ')lms the sound$ 1 t 'becomes· more 
de:f'1nit_ely loc~lized and he 1s 11b.i.e to direct a gl!eater pro-
·-· • > ·:. ,- - . . • • • ·,_ ' 
' . . . . : ' . . 
portion of' his .e~ergy goalward toward fl :fixed point, w1th the 
r-esttlt tha.t his path becomes straig_hter._ · In other wordsi · the 
- .. ' .. . . 
straighter the patl'_i, the mat'e _tlnerS3" ia e.:itpended per unit of 
-> 
distance forwnrd to«ard :, the @=a 1~ . '&is is also true of the . 
. ' . -. _;·, ' .. 
first problem wbe.re acceleration. means greater expenditure of 
energy per. unit of dis tanoe fcrwar,d 1n a linear dimension. 
It thus appears_ that the second .fa~'t me:t;itioned above {the more 
de:finite the goaJ.,. tbs ;f;aighter the path to tt) is an ex-' -- .. . . . , ' ; ". •. . . 
ample ,_of' ~he .more general proposi ti.on,, that the ~traightness ·- . 
of tlnf route leading to ,the goal is prt,portionttl to the energy 
• '• • • - _.,. . • • > ' , -~ 
expended in that · direction. 
If o~ reasoning is c orl"eet, more ene:rgy should be 
exJ?,ended by a subject v.hen attempting to w~lk in a straight 
line than when he · walks in the easiest way. , A s 1mple exper-. .. . ' 
~nt prove~ that this is true. Five subjects attempted to 
walk in a. straight l:tne .and the11: pulse rate was me~sured. 
The a ve1"age for the ~oup vras '77.8 beats .per minute~ · The 
ssme eroup next wa.1:Iced a,: the same ~ate, but indifferent to . . ·, 
direc·t1on. The, Jverage rate was 64.8 beats. per minute,. a 
difference of 20%• The subjects . agreed that it required 
. much more effort and alertness to twjilk in a straight 11na' 
, than to walk in the easiest way:,, which was a spiral. It is 
tnteresting to note that with a 2016 increase 1n energy ex-
penditure, the curvature of the paths traced decreased 
48 
2.0%• Inauffioient a.ata have been ob.tained to demonstrate 
e.o~clu~tve~y tlle existence · of a constant 'rela t1onsh1p be-
. . t\veen the cu.r vature of · the path am energy. ex:p9nd1ture. 
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Theoretical 
The th~ry which wi,~~ be propose~ 1s based on the 
. . 
assumption of a dynsm.ic unified field. We have defined a 
' unified .field as an organized system or energy in which · 
every · part i~ capable of affeeting every othel' p>.rt, end in 
. . 
which every part derives its properties and activities from 
1ts posi ti.on the system as a whole. . The f 1eld 1a given. 
} tis not built up from its parts by any ~yn the tic or ad-
ditive process... . In fact., to assume the opposite would .1e ad 
. . 
into a hopeless di lemma. If' we were to suppose that any 
whole is composed of discrete~ separate_ unorganizod parts, 
·, l ,- . • ·· . • ' -
our first problem would be to put tmee parts togethel' be-
, 
ca1.lse 1n nature a~ ~a see it and study it there 1s activity 
between the parts.. There are· only two alternative methods 
, , > ·¥ -
of' ~oing t~,~, Eit~r ,~her-e a_ ·something w1 thin the parts 
v!h;oh __ wi!l -~oin. ~rn _ t-og~thor , . or else some agent outside 
the parts , must join them. :rt tm first possibility wore 
true, Olll' original assumption would be false because the 
parts would not be se1:larate and distinct. They would always 
be in certain l"elationah~ps with each oth~, and , thus parts or 
a larger a priori system. If the second alterna tivo were 
true. we v1ould be violating the law of parsimony and adding 
something, not gi,ven 111 the beginning. Our problem could 
never be solved in this way• because 1. t would lead to an 
illogical infinite regress of causation.. All na tut"e, as we 
know it• :ts organized and patterned. We simply start by 
as sumlng this organi za ti cm. 
Out- conception of' <rgnnizatipn must be broad enough 
. . 
to .1nclude_~.a11. tor.ms.- S.nor-ganie, o~ganic, man. As long as 
~ny uni~ 'ttff ec ta a :f.fee ted in any way by a whole• 1 t 1s 
a pirt of ths.t whole. Thus a. human s,ubjeot 1s just as much 
a part:"or ·~• physie.a:1 environment, just as much a part of the 
.field structure as a ston& on the ground, or the air that he 
b:reatr..es. If either were lacking~ he would not be there. and 
if he were lacking,. there would be a d if.f e!'en t fl eld; a field 
• . J 
without . man, rather tbsn a field including man. We must assume 
that -our sUbjeet is a dynamic .;;art of the atructul .. e of the 
field.. It 1s just as impossible to add s true ture to a field• 
as it fs to make a v1h,ole out of' .parts, for both represent 
the same thing. 
Having stated our assumption: the primacy of the or-
ganized i'iel.d, 'We turn to the phenomenon in which we are part1-
cula.rl-y interested, movement within the tield. We have al-
ready experimentally demonstrat~d that movement in man talces 
,. , 
pl.nee onlr .when:_there is a .go~l (pheriome'.9olog1cal) or differen-:-
tial of potential {dytiamioal). Given _ a d 1sequ1li~ra ted system, 
movement will take place in. such , a way that balance and equ111-
bri.un1. ·w:tll be reestabl1s.hed. As Leibniz ( 1646-1'716} stated 
iti 0 chaque o~ose f1n1t toujours par s'aocomoder n son 
milieu.ff ( 19). 
Mauportuis (1698-1759} ~tud1ed the paths of moving bodies 
from -a d:ynam1o point of view. In 11740 he presented to the 
Faris _ .Academy his famous principle or least action. 
Maupet"tuis o ·bserved that as we pass from any given 1nit1al 
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eonf1gurat1on or a system, to ant given final configuration, 
the w~rk _done. when tl_le final eonftgura.t1on is reached is a 
maximum or a minimum. Macl.l evaluates Maupertuist contribution 
in the .f'ollomng terms~_. · "Ms.upertuis gave a new impulse to 
th$ theolog1s1ng bent of pb:ysies by enunciation of hitJ 
principle or least aot1on.- In. the treatise which i"ormul.ated . 
this obscure principle, and which betrayed in f.1aupertu1s a 
woeful lttCk , of' ,mathematical accuPaCy,- the author declared. his 
pr .inciple to be th~ . one which best accorded with the wisdom 
of the. Creator. · Maupertuis.ts principle would 1n all pro-
bability soon _have been forgotten, · had Euler (1707-1783} not 
taken up the suggestion. Euler magnanimously left the prin• 
ciple' lts name., Maupertuis .the glory of the invention, and 
,., - , 
converted it 1ntQ something new · and really serviceable.,· What 
. . . 
Maupertuia 111ennt· to convey is very difficult to ascertain. 
Y.lhat Euler meant" .may be eas11y shown by simple ~xrunples. If 
a body is constrained to move on a · r1g1d surface, for instance., 
on the surface of the earth, 1.t will describe when an impulse 
1s imparted to it,- the shortest pa th betvrnen 1 ts initial and 
term.1rial positions. ; AnY dther path that might be prescribed 
to it, would be longer or v1ould ·require a greater time." (20) 
Hamilton,. in 1834,. extended the principle of least action 
tQ apply to both conservatiue and non-conservnt:tve systems. 
His statement \Vas as :follov,rs (#): · '1 The time mean of the dif-
ference of' kinetic and ·potential energies is a minimum 
(fl) As stated by A. G. Webster,, The Dynamics of .Particles., 
Lei:gzi g., Teubner, 1904. 98-99. er. Wheeler,.. The Science of 
Psychology, Crowell, w. Y. 1929., P• Bl. 
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for the actual path between given configurations as compared 
-. .,_ \· 
with lnfi11itely near paths which n;iight be descI'ibed in the 
same time between the same configurations ••• Nature tends to 
equalize the mean potential and kinetic energies during a. 
mo:ti<>n•" 
In 19g'7 / Reiser stated the p:-1nc1ple as follows: 11 In 
passing fi-om an earlier _to a later stage the :sequence through 
which the system passes 1s suoh th,at t .he mean or average value 
of the dli'ference 1:>etween the potential and k;netic enet'gies 
du~ing the interval of time will be a minimum." . (22) 
Tb.es~ various statements or th& principle or lee.st action 
confirm our. assumption that the world is an organized energy 
system.. It would be a startling and. unintelligible discovery 
if some one found that a. given aot took place over the 
shortest route 1n time,. when the ,vorld. F' e.s an ag~egate of . . · .. ' . : . . 
parts •. In faot shortest route would ' be meaningless. It .1s ' . , ' . . . . . . . . ' ' . . . . . ., .. .'
because ene7:~ systems are organized unit.s ·tbs.t least action, 
shortest route. and potential have meaning. P0tential .. r~fers 
to a dif'ferent1al of energy as a fie:!.d•detei'?nined factor. 
No force is inherent in an object. Its ener,gy is • derived 
~om the field. As Max Planck points out, it 1s "not the 
. . ' 
local force, as in Newtonian mechanics, but the integral 
. . 
force* that 1s to say, the potential, which enters the 
tundanental equations.rt It is meaningless to talk about the 
. . . . 
state of a single pax-ticle except as that state stands in a 
certain relationship with the whole system of particles. It 
was Ostwald who shooed that two_ chemieal.s reacted together 
. . . . 
b~eause -~tich had a different l)()te~ttal.. Thus a change 
took pla~e 1n whic~ heat was g1ven off and equi~ibrium 
. : . .. 
a.chie~ed,. similarly 's_r an. ~lectpic circuit 1s closed., 
establishing an_ electrical field, the current Will flow until 
the potentials are aquallzed. , If . tba current is made to 
. '.:- .; 
light a bulb or ring a bell:,, we sea the effect or the elec-
tromotive force 1n one point in spice a~ might erroneously 
say that the change is looated at that ·point., However, each 
~ - • ' . p ... • .• • • • 
part of the system is equally essential, functionf:llly., and 
. -~ . • • ,:, --:<- --~ ; ,, •. , - - • 
the system aa a whole . works because it represents an energy 
.'· : - ... _, .. • •.• . 
dif'f erentia l •. 
AsA'f-beeler says# '1The~e are exceptions to this statement 
. ' . . , .. . 
(least a~tion). _ notably 11:1 the .field or optics, which need not 
rioncern us here; w~re movement 1s over the longest route in 
time. In ,either event com;Jle ta or-ganization 1n a given 
system o.f energy _ is implied~ whether ·we are deding with 
maxima or minima. Our interest 1n the law rests in this . . 
El.ssump~ion of. complete. organi~at1on1 without which least and 
greatest have no sign1f1eanoe .• n (29) 
We now pr_ocaed to a theory of spiral moveme~t. lt is 
interesting to note that the results of the experiment and 
. . . 
the assumptions with which we started put certain demands or 
, . . . 
restrictions on om- rorniulat1on . or , a theory. Our theory must 
consider the f'leld as an organized unit in wh1oh the subject 
and field structure are ~rts. To start w.tth any other as~ 
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sumpt1on would preclude the possibility Of tx-eating the 
subject and · the f:lel-d together in · the ssme terms. 
Our tbeo:1"7. must. no1? consider: spiraling determined wt thin, 
or solely by the walker'., The experiment has demonstrated, that 
wind. slope of1 tbe ground6 . and the experimenter's instructions, . ' . . . 
none of w'.tl.1ch can be. eonside~ed as properties of the sub jeot_ 
. . . 
all produoe their ·ert"ect on the subject's path. Moreover, 
our. theory mus.t not b,e based on the assumption that spiraling 
1s pr oiuced by. physical f;\symmetr1es 1n· the subject. Schaeffer 
• . • . . t • 
showed .t .hn t ~\_blindfolded • subject would drive a car in spirals. 
Phyefoal e.s:rmrnetrie.s would have been inoperati va under those 
. . ' 
condi.t ions. _Moreover• . subjects who wallted alternately backward 
an<i r ·~rward spiraled-'1n the same way as wwn they vrnlkad con-., . . : .. . -. ' . ' .. ' ' . 
sta.ntly forward. Physical . aslmmetries would' have altered the 
form ,· or the . sp1rgl umer the tvro conai t19ns had they been. the 
• ..• ,.. ' ' . . ' . . .,..:· ,. . ~- '·· . ' . ,, . 
' aause of spiraling.. Another limitation which vre mt;ts t observe 
111 formulating the theory- is th.at spiraling can not be ex-
. ~-·- ,.. . 
. ·_.; .- ··• ,: • . _ . ' • • • • • I • ' 
plained .in . terms· of spec1a.l1zed organs such as the sem1cir-
• ;o ~, . ,. • • ' • ' 
cular canals• because organisms lacking these structures · (ameba, 
. . . 
etc.} exhibit spiral movement;,.. ' Not only is it impossible to 
. ' 
explain sp1ra1Jng _1n te:ms ot the organ1smalone~ but ·1t 1s .. 
also impossible to aceount fop the phenomenon entirely in terms 
. . . - ' · - •- . , . . . ' 
of the mv1ronment. Our results show that the same s'!-lbject 
w1ll inscribe spirals of different size under the ssme . . ' 
conditions of field atructure~ a fact which we have attributed 
to fatigue or other changes wi thj,n the subject. Spiral move-
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ment muf.J~ considered as chang_1ng spatio-temporal 
~~~-ti onBb.1.p. characteristic o:f Em-interaction between an 
. 
orgen~zed field and an internally organized part of.. that 
field. The condi tton wh1ch beings about _ this changed re-
la t1onsh1p is a potential dii'fer-ence within tba field" with 
. ·· - . . '; . . ' ·: 
the · moVing part one of -the te~s and the external f1e.ld 
structure the .other te.~ -• 
In fo1:,ttt':1-la ting om- tl:eory therei':ore •• we lTlUB t consider 
movement as the result of potentials rather than as the result 
. -
of' local discl'ete forces., Discrete_ :forces impi-y discrete 
parts. whose J?I'esence in the f iel<i we have sho11m to be an 
jn1possib111ty-. Potentials represent an organized i'ield, 
which v:e began, b-y assuming and tr.en attempted to demonstrate 
expe rimenta.117 • · 
A final faet which Out" theory mu.st em.brace is that 
' ' ' 
motion must occur in the line of least action.. Every curve 
will represent the sl1ortest ,route by which t .he field poten"'."-
tials :could be balanced under the 'eiist1ng field structure. 
Movement oceu.rs in tho shor·tes-t possible route under the 
: . . . ,· . -----------. . . ,. . . . . . . .. · .. ·. . . . . ...._..,_ 
existinG conditions .!£__ field structure • .In a homogeneous 
1"1eldl' of_ low pot!3ntial '!~lati ve to the moving pa.rt:, sp,X.al 
movenent will slways occur. When th~ differential between 
. ' 
the moving ~rt atd the :field is less (or small) the diameter 
of the spiral will be_ less ( or small) an~ the veloc1 t, of the 
,. . . 
mov-ement will be slow.- VJhen the dtt:f'erential ls larger the 
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diameter of the ~pil'!,al end the vo'loo1ty of the moving object 
~il;L be grea~er. We! may postulate that the diameter -of the 
spiral will be proportional to the velocity of the moving ,. _ .. ,, · .. " . .. _.. 
part .. _ ~is ts bec~uee time,-.· space and _111ot1on are one con-
figuration, under tb~ f1eld-stru.ctm-e theory, aid one factor 
cannot be v_aried 'without correspondent variations in ttle 
others. 
Since _the . key-wprd of the theory is field-structure, 
' . 
we will define it beit'ore iroceeding. Field-structure is 
• •. • . -·' > - . . ••• -....; • . .. : ' . • • . ,' ' • . ; 
the totality or, or_ga!n1zed potentials_ OI" gradients in a 
dynamic system~ The potentials are organized of necessity, 
since in .the absence of organization a ~ynamio system would 
: . . . 
~Clt_,:~x1~~•- - By_ ~adi~nt 'w~ mean _ arj extended continuum of 
,. . . . ' . 
ascending or desoe'ncU:ng potential.. For ext1mple, movement 
takes place because one ' part of a field has a lower potential ;- ': . ' . 
than another part .. A gradient of energy thus exists between . . ' , : . . : 
these two points, and movement will· occur . int be direction 
of tl'le point or lcmest potential, from any higher point on 
. . 
.. - . 
the g:re.d.'-8nt. 
Bx~ples or r i _eld s tru~ture which were effective 1n the 
experiment on wa Jk1ng a.r~ the goal_ gradient which was the 
most impor~nt single factor, wind;. sun, ground slope, sounds 
and ~jects. · 
We ,,111 now consider our theory in two way.a. We will 
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show: first tmt 1t ls deducible rran o~ original assumption. 
C • • •' • , , "" • •0 • • , · • • • •• 
and second. t that it applies to .our experimente.1 results.-. . 
To demonstrate ths~t the exp3:Ana.t1on of spira 1 movement 
. . 
which we have ottered 1s derivable from our assumption of · 
··. , ,.·•.- · , .• ,,· ., ' 
the a:-ganized 1'1eld we w1ll attempt to> prove the imposs1b1.11ty 
or moverrsnts over an;y' put the shai- test r~ute 1n such a .field. - .··- . . ; . , .. :.' " .. 
Movement. :ls the 1•esultant . of all the forces in the field. 
y - • • ______ ,_ • ..........., .• 
Its e~tent·and direction .will be rigidly· determined by all 
• : -· · ~ ---- .. - - . ,•,·, :,, ! -" . •. • . . · . • • - : ~ . ' . . . . 
of those :forces.• so that _given a certain set of forces, · onlz 
•. •• •• • • • , • •• --~·- , .. :·• '.. • ,- ' ' , < • ' .. • 
one movement is possible. Th.is movement would of necessity 
....,._, _ _ ' -- ·  -
be the most direct movement possible in tha. t f'ield at. that 
. ., <>·.-~ •. , - ' - r · - -- : ' ..• ' . . ..,. • - . ' • • 
time~- f'qr• . ;r 1 t were ,not$, we are lad directly to a self .... 
J -· ' • •• - - ... - • • •. • - -. '.: 
contradiction .. : Let us assume tha e.ctual path-.1s infinites• 
1.mally lo~er than the . ~hor~~st possible . rout.e. _Thei:i, either 
the increment or movement occurre<l wlthout a cause. or -~lse 
. '': , ' - ' . . • . - . . 
1 t is possible for · a i'ie ld to c onta.in r orces whieh are n6.t : . , 
a J;nrt of it. Since. ca~sation without a caus_e, ani . relation-
ship between def1n1 tionally unrelated· things are impossible• . . ·,. . . '. ·- . . . ' 
we are forced to reject the __ possib.111ty of a _ moving 1??'1-Y 
follcming a pi th. which is longer than the · shortest route under . . ' . .. -- .. . • ... -
the given _conditions. 
The question may be raised,. ttvibat determines whethe_:r a 
,, ' -
helical spiral ., . a sigmoid spiral or a atraight line will be 
. . ~, . ,.· .. __ , ' ' .. ,, .. ~ - . . .., . -. . ' . .. -
the shortest :eourse between two poi'nts.rt , · The aemf.it' to this . .... . . . . ' ; •. ·. ' ·. . . .. 
question _mo.y be derived 'log;ical.iy a:nd deIP,9µstrate·d e;x:pert•-
menta,ll.y. In each oass we must consider the relation or th$ 
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-goal., or pos1t1?n of' low potent;s1,, to the i'ield as a whole • 
. If t.he experimental .instruet1ons !'ail to ~stablish a de.finite 
. ~., ., ~· -;· . . ' • ·-' ':.· ' ' • . 1 • • • •·- ' . . . ' . - . • • . . •. 
~award Wh~ch the m~vanent is to be directed, -~ -mer>ely 
gives!! method of_walki~., the ~oal _becomes ~eneralized, and 
might be deaqribed e.s · "away from, here0 • - Thia type of goal 
, .. . . . , . . , . . • 
' . 
·exten?s 360 degrees around the sub1ject. Every point in th& 
1"1.~ld has a ;J.o.~v~r poten_tial then the subjeet•s present --
locatton. Tb_e farther from ' the ~resent location, the 1ower-
the potential/ 1.ri all d ireet1ons. 
. . 
Sinee the 1'1eld is thus 
. . 
homogeneous _-_ and., . up ,t.o now, we have presupposed an infinite 
. , : •" . ., , .. 
. . . -
n"..1.u,ber of possibilities ot dirt4etion, how is it tmt tbi->subject 
moves only in one direction., namely., th.at of a mlicoid spiral? 
. ----- . . 
~t would be sheer mystietsm to assume that the or gan1sn takes 
the helicoid path in virtue of his avn independent ttfiat.n -
- . 
. . 
V-fe have assumed _ a dynairi.1c relation /between the ·- org~1sm and 
its environment. The two const1tu~e a unit. Whati in the 
···; • J; s 
nature of · the whole, , 1n .th~s ease; " explains the spiral path? 
. • . i . 
i 
we must assume the explanation in ah assumed fundamental char-
- i 
acteristic of _space-time-energy con~igurations •. - According · - . -- - -- - -. - I -_--- . -
to Eddington,' _ "There are cer~a:in c'¢ves which can be dei'ined 
' • ' ~- . ! : • 
on a curved surface> witho-u.t referenqe to any frame or system 
. . .- ' . ·. . . _. . . . 1 • 
of pat• titions, viz.,~ " the geodesics !or . shortest routes from one 
- - l , 
point to another. The geod$sies oti our curves space-time _ . ' 
. .I ·. . 
supply the_ ~ural tracts which par\t1~ le s pursue if they are 
undisturbed. - We ,obser..ve a planet ~f1dier1ng around the sun 
:\ . : . . . ' 
in an elliptic orbit. A 11 ttle _con.~1de,rat1on will show 
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that if we add a :rourth d 1mensi on ( t1me) , a c ont1nual moving 
on 1n the time dim~ns1on draws out -the ellipse into a helix. 
Wby does the planet take this spiral track instead ot going 
straight? It is because it is .following the shortest t?"ack; 
and in tm distorted geometry of the C'U.rved region around the 
sun$ the spiral track 1s shorter than any othet- between th\ 
same point.11 (91 P• 124-5) 
Thus, in the a bsenee or a sp eeif1c. goal.,. and because space-
time 1t.ss1t is curved .... structured under laws o:r dynamics 
(lea st action) --a pa th, otle r th1~s being equal, will• under 
the s'implest condit1on1 be a spiral. Any othel' route produces 
"i'riot~on." In the case of human beings. any other route 
requires more eff.ort •. 
Our next problem is to explain the sigmoid spiral. 
A sigmoid spiral path indicates a more apecifically located 
goal; one toward which a subject can at least point and say• 
"there it is.« In all probability,, he v4ll be incorrent 
in his goal localization .if his course to the a:,a.l .ls a sig• 
moid spiral, ror this pattern of movement apIS ar1;1 when the 
goal is an area with respect to the subject. It bas been 
experimentally demonstrated that the eize of the area is 
a function of the subject•s distance from the goal. Moreover~ 
the size of the waves, which a subject traces,. increases 
with his distance from the goal. Thus, the extent or the fluc-
tuations 1n a s1gno1d spiral course is proportional to the 
I • • , • • 
apparent size of the goal. Dynamically we may assume tmt, 
w1 th indefiniteness of the goal, the sub jeet will take a curved 
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path in the general d1:rect1on·· <>f the goal-fll"ea,. but, finding . . , . ,. , . . , , . 
short~y, . tbi t he 1s heading away., he e.urves back. So- long as 
the citrve does not take ·himbeyond his esx-or or localization 
he 0 18 satisfied that ha . is appt-oe.~bing it,, thus he continues 
on his curved pe th which t.ak&s h1m., eventually to a point 
whev~, although poorly localized, the position or the goal, 
. ' . . ' ' . . 
relative t.o ,,his directionf informs him that he 1 a aga·:!n 
. · ..... , . . . , . . . 
headed away from it again. Re curves back. · In this way~ the 
erx-~ of localization,. that 1l:!l, the .area or the- goal, eondi tions 
• the runplitud~ of the s101101d spit-al. 
- . . ' . 
A straight path 1a traced only when the t1eld is highly 
- ' , -
s~ue~ured \vi th respect to the subject and the goal is a 
point. This situation can obtain only when the field is · 
sharply struo tured _ grad1ent--w1se • and • the goal 1s at one end 
ot the gradient., A blindfolded subject is unable' to walk 1n 
a straight line because neithe:r of thes& requisites 1tfsat1s-
fJed. In fa~t under normal conditions a ·, straight course 1s 
a rari~y. ts one wallta about a building and on -the $~eet . 
ha:s :Course 1s usually a s1g)'l1o1d spiral~ unless ' he attempts 
cons~1:pusly t<> ,.,alk 111 a . s tra1ght line. -
A further question may be r a1sed concerning these facts. 
How is it that a spiral movement is shorter than a straight 
line under any conditions? The· answer can be given on+f1n 
terms of field structure. The torm ·of the path is dependent 
· on the amount of energy involved and its direction. • In a 
homogeneously structured fie 14, , it requires less energy to 
walk~ dr.ive a car or swim in fP1rals than to attempt to ap• 
~oximEtte a ~traight line~ The obJeetive· goal is an tll'ea" 
·. not a. _point under ·these corll1t1ons. · Exi:sndit,r~ o:f en.erg . 
would be' required. to· reduce this ar~a iri size • . But in a homo-
geneous,. unob~tructed .f;teld.~ the ~oving body takes the sh<rtest 
route in time. Tb!Jrefore. it doe~ not expend unnecessax.ay 
. . . 
energy 1n reducing the area. of' the goal to a single point. · 
Furthet--• when· 'circumstances ra:ts,e the · potential of the ·moving 
object relative to the homogeneous field:. the obj&ct will cii--
' . . . 
cpmscr1be !. larger spiral. For l.r the energy- ~s available• . 
1t will be expended tn the most direct :fashion. A helpful ·, 
analogy may be f mnd 1n the example or a _, :,person ·swinging a 
• •• • ,. • •• , , • - ·- • • # •• - ., , • .• 
\Velgnt, in horizontal. cir<tles,-. on the end ot a string. 
if very 11ttle energy ls used.,, the diameter of the .· 
~1rcu.l.a~ path will be re~ ttvely sn;1all; it mo-re energy la ·- · 
used, th3 size of the arc increases. S1m1larly, as a sub.;.. 
' . ' . 
j .ect walk~ fastex-, tba size ot the area which he inscribes 
1ncreaae·s. 
David Burns gives us another example of spiral movement 
1n · his book "Introduction to Biopbys1ca" (.SJ. nA thin 
test tube very often wacks in a sptr,aJ.. ,way. ,.The more homo-
• > 
, geneous and 1.sotrop1e: be the glass. the mare even _and regular 
. . .. ' .. ', ., . · ·'. . ' · .• ' .,. . . ; . . . 
wilJ. be the spiral. That 1s,. the crack tend.a to follow · 
• ' . . . . ... , . . . 
the shortest cour-se on the sur.face of too tube between the 
. " :· . . . . . . ' . .. . . ' . ~. ' . . 
point of origin of tha cre.~k and : the point diemetr1cal.ly 
oppos1te •• a ring .formation. Generally, however, the ring . 
winds 1nto a he licoid form and 1s continued. tt 
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B~ns~ _ state:ne~~ tl'D:t 11 ·"The more homogeneous and isotropic 
be the, glass, tm n:iol"e even and re~r will. be the spiral" 
is in perfect harmony w1 th our results on wa lk1ng, 1n which 
1t _~f.\s aPP1rent tmt tm more homogeneous tm field, the .more 
~e~lar the subject•s sp1ral.. Our experimental. results bear 
out oilP general thecry~ ~n . the basis of this theory we 
would predict that minor 1"luctuat1ons in field coni1t1ona 
. : ' ·• •• • , .. •. • . • : 0 ,•_ 0 H 
·, , · , . 
v,ould caus~ the path or the subject i» wavex-, or become 
{ " · , 
slfghtJ.y mod11"1ed, but they would not obliterate the general 
. .form of the path. This turned out to be tbs case. It a 
subj~ct feels the sun.•s re:rs.- OP is buf'fetted by a gusty 
~ndf or 1s ~ware or d 1 sturbing inf luen,ces, his pa. th wi 11 
los~<-1ta regularity but no·t its major characteristic of form. 
If' t~i subject maintains eondiderable tension as he walks. 
. . ·-
the complexity of 1'1el.d structure is relat1 vely diminished. 
. . 
A greater- dif 1'erent1al of potential 1s required to disturb . . . , .. . · . . ' . 
his ·course when he walks under tension. . TJ:ius 1nstruc~:1ona 
to ._ma.1nta1n tensioJ?. while walking i:roduced E!mootber pa tbs itt ,· 
. . ' . • . ·1 . . . 
step-and.-rest w,~ lking · increased the size 
of tlie sp1rala ·over e>onstant walking. Introspeetions .1n• 
di.eat&_ that the former type . or movement . perm~ tted a . more . 
stable · fie ld s tru, ture than the ,. la t.ter • (WR·.) : "When I . 
pause. between steps, my eniiro~ent semis to be m~re static, 
but more definitely visualized. · When I make continuous move-
> '·_:.: •• ; I' • 
meht, . I. can v1aual1ze the fi~ld less well. There 1s less 
str.uctur1zat1on of the field." Fluctuations in direction 
were more frequent and erratic in children than in adults;. 
,. : .. ·• - • • • • • f ' ,.. ' . • ' • • 
• • 
The · fie :J..c1 was very uns ts.bly s_tructured . tor: the ch1ldren • . 
. . . . . : . . : ·. . ,. ... ·' • . . . 
\Vida . fluctuations took p:tace w1..til.out any apparent objective . . ···•· -~-. •. \' . ··: : _ _ ,, . . . . . : .· . . , \" . . . . ·. . . ; . 
cause. A wide arc would b~ iX?,terrup~ed by a sudden $.harp turn. 
. .· . 
Al.l. of the~e, rac~s indicate that unde~ tbe simplest .tield 
struc:iture:, a Bllbjeet w111 ro.lJ.ow a regular course ancl that 
,.':'-~, J:;ll8 f1eld struct~e becomes more QOmplex o~ more unstable• 
the subjeet1 s course will lose it$ re~arity. 
pne important conclusion of the experimen~ is that the 
more definite the ·'goal, _other .things being .equal• the more 
direct tbe com-se to it. Tb.is might be stated as a corollary __...,... , - -·- - , . . . : . 
of . theory 11s we~l a$ a conclus1 on of' th~ experim&nt, 
, •- -•; l - - , 
because not only was this statement demonstt-ated in 100$' 
I " A. • • 
f!f the results . bu.t it _ ofter$ .. ~-V«3:i:'if1cat1.on am enlargement _ 
of the tra~ry 'una.er cons14:1eratit?n• It state~ that the shortest 
poss1l>le route · Which a moving bod7 ,ean follow is a function . . . 
ot the :t,xpanse of th& s,al tONard whieh "th& motion is directed. 
t.rhe reason f'1P th.ls · 1s tbat _ the more de.f1n1 te the goal• the 
more ·direct the resolution of d1ffet'ent1al between it and the 
. . . 
field.:1 or. to express the _ ~ame thing .in .another way~ the 
sharper the goal STadient. . Th.us: w'e con express tm swaight-
ne ss or the path 1n terms_ ot energy ~~volved. The stt-at@t-
ness<'or .. the route leading to the eoai, ,!! ·. iroportionai to ·the 
enerq expended in that direction~ This -is borne out< 1n two 
wayai _ The arcs circumscribed by rapidly moving objects· 1n 
a homogeneous f 1eld are or a m<re gradual ourvatire, tba t 1st · 
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"st7:~igh~er.1•, . ~t);of3e ciroUin..s~ribed" bJ slowly .moving objects. 
Also. objects mov1ng 1n a s tra1 gh t line toward a. goal fll'-e ·ex• 
• "- • ,• .• • •• • .. ,<' ••. • • • <, - , • _. • • r • • • •. • ? > • • • 
pending a1; of the<:tr e-nwgy at ~1gb. potential. ta,vard tm.ir-
remote end. Thus the two cases~ circular movement and .straight- · 
line niovement, are brought ,under tie same general principle. 
our th3 O'll'y _ theref'o~ pr~dicts that, 1f a moving object 
a~oelerates in a homogeneous field., its path Will be. a spi?-a~ _ 
of decreasi:ng eurvat'tl:Ve. _ S1m e we: bave . PC?~ tul:,~ted that the 
·, .. 
curvature will be proport1:onal to the veloeity. we can pred1c.t 
that t~ spiral w1;1 b-e logar1thm1c.. Tb.is actually turns 
··:·: : ·;_ . .;:.-·.:: .. -· -· · '. 1'·. 
:out>to be the case. SUbjects instructed to accelerate . their 
speed,· starting atf ti-» _ ~ate, of one step in two aecorids1: until. 
they were running at top speed- lunder blindfolded cond1t1on) 
traced logar1 tbmic SP,1Pals ot a stoni.shing regular! ty. (See 
Plate· v.) 
If the goal is an ·are9:., energy will not be directed toward 
. . .. , . 
any single :re.rt of it• but tON~d maintaining a cons tan.ii re-
lationship with tm total area·. It' tm goal 1s a point, all 
of _tbs energy Will 1 tl.owl' toward · it in .a straight line~ A 
phys1c~l parallel helps to unde:r-~tand the point. ~llppose that 
'. .. . . . ~.. . 
a one•bil.lic:m-gal.lon-a-day river 1s one mile wide at a certain 
;•-·-· . 
. . .. 
slowly. Let us suppose that: at . anoth~r point the- river is,. 
fifty .feet ~de.- There thew ater .will be deep and will 
flow ,rnpidiy. Fux-thermore, at the mile-wide-point the river 
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w111, other things being equal, follow a win:ilng courae1 
while' ~t 'the rnrrower point the ooncentrateo toroe- ot the 
water would soon make o.. straight channel. 
A sind.lar et tuation,, dynamlca 1171 ean be duplicateti 
' . . ··- . ' 
tn hum.en bebaV1o:r. Let the goal of the subjeQt be a hel.l 
ringing at a dist~~e or 50 feet, SC) th.at 1ts local1zat1on 
le u.nd.if'ferenttated. This means ihat the goal. 1EJ an. extent 
co:ri.'e~pond1ng to the el'ror of local1z.at1on. Wb,$n the $Ubject 
walks toward thit bell• hill pathresembles ·the. w1nd1ng ·ot thf . ' ' ,; ... . . .. - ., 
rtvel' a.t iiHJ Wide p_olnt. As he approaches the bQl;, the sound 
become a mor$ intexrse and mere defini.tel7 looal1ted. He 1s ~. . . ' ' . . . . .- . 
able . to diNot a ·greater :wopcrt1on· of his energy in 1.ts 
. 0 • , ., • • • · .. . • h •, 0 • ' 
. . . ' ·~ ) 
exs.ot direction and bis pa th as a x-esult more nea:rl;y approx1• .. ·. :-·: . . ' · .·•. . ·. ' ' , _. ' . , _ . ' - - . . . '· . . 
mates . a · straight l1ne. (See Pl.ate XI,!} 
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conolusions 
The fir'3t and most general conolua1on of tb.is study 
> • • 
is that !.. d~mic, · organismic ttpIJC'OOOh ~ . the study 2£ 
· 'human behavtoi, :is justified and valuable. 
We believe that .this 1e t:l'ue because a 11 nature appears to 
exhibit .the eharacter1at1ct, or dynem.1c systems. Modern 
' ·< ~- ~- ' . ,·· . . ' . ' ; . . : ; . . 
~esearch in Chemir:rtry, Biology, ;Phy.sics, ~stronomf and 
'·,. ,, ,_. ·' .. . . . .. . 
Psy¢hologr offer new evidence daily 1rxt1cat1ng that natu:re 
• • . ' ' f • ' • . ' • -
is a.· single 1 organ1ze4 system Qt enel"gy. · Any phase ot 
. . , ,.. ,. . . ·,,- " . . . . . -
. . ,, .. _, .- ., 
· gan1zat:1on. tt w9uld be absurd to s tndy some problem in 
terms of.' ~its which ci1d not apply, such as measuring volts 
. . . ., . 
in terms of sq~are feet or water iressUtte in terms of . hours. 
· 1t 1s equally · Useless to a:ttempt to understand and interpret 
natu.re in te:rms of un.1te and concepts whioh are 1nappl1oable. 
Th.e '. present ·stud7 ,has attempted to dealw1th one aspect of 
ne.tm;oe in te~ms wliioh have been demonstrated to be appli-
. . . . . 
Qabl& and thel'etore u.aet'ul in manr phases of soience. The 
xresults of' the study indicate tbi t this approach 1~ appli-
cable .w tbe pbase of natur.e)1n4er 1nvestigatlon. 
The s,i:nam1o, ,ortsan1sm1c s.pptoach has enabled !g_ make 
p:red!o tio:ns :regard1!!i, movement. The maj01:'1ty of the .results 
ot . th$ expex-1ment were predicted bei'cre the results were 
. ·- . : ' . . . ' . . . ' . . 
Obtained. In .those instances 1n whioh inacoUX'ate predictions . " ' ' . . . ,, . . .· 
were madei the erx-or was d.iaco.vered later t.o be due to scme 
f!ll 
faotQr tba t . had been ever iooke'1_ or" had n<:>t been seen in 1 ts 
px-o~r rela tionahip .to the 11ho:l.t;L 1>ro't)le111. 
ln.sotax- ,. as ·we are able t9 predict t:te nature or move-
ments,, we s~u~ . be . able, that>it,~ios.l ly·~ to prad1o t: all be• 
, . : ,,: ' ' . • .', ;" , , . _; . ; ' : ·, .-: . . , ' < . . ,- •• . • .. -·_ .- ; > : ,: ' :. '. _·., . 
,·. ,. . " , !,. 1 
ha.vi.Gt', $1nce all .behavior is .movelllent. Actually, this goal 
ot pr edio t:ton is j,,n .J11ost case~ of b.ehav!or as yet impossible, 
beo~use J .n any -pa.rilicular cas$1 .our .knowledge of fie.ld con-
, _- • - . . · 1 ·· · " ., : ' · . . , -. ' • 
:. _,. :.: : : _ . . . ' ' ' 
d1t1ons is. limit~dllndalso bece.us,e at ·iresent our knowledge 
- .'. , ·) v"·· ' _·.; _;. . , ,· , · . . • · ,: ' ,:··; , . , '-: -•'' ·, ·. , . . , 
is' relative:i1 gen~r~ a~ tlndU't.erentiated. with respect to rela-
,, .. . ' 
t1v1s1i1c , dyru1miea. 1IQW.ever 6 the fact that 1n a simple case we ,·· . ' ' · :· . ·.,· .· . · .. , . . ' . . '•. , ,· . ' · ' 
are ~ble .. t ,<? p,:,e~o.t . ,r1th some aocurao7 may both encourage us and 
a~eri~tbe.?\ • o~ tonf1denqe 1,n tl}e .me th~ds emplo,ed. 
c.tznamig or@nismic a.pwoaoh his .enabled~ !2, 
co;.1trol. behavior,. Inao far as we are able to predict, we 
· o8ll control b ol:avior in px-opoz-t1on to . tha extent of our 
abili,tf to aontr9l fi1ald coI'.ldtt:tons. For example, we can 
·,·,··_,, '\ ·, :·, ·>-.,'. :,_· ' -. , 
pr~d~~··t t~ t a su,bject wil.l walk; in a s tra1ghter pa th 100% 
of' .the time, if the onJ.7 factor which is varied is the 
. -... . ·_-_., '_•, ·. > ·, ' ·. ·_. . ,· . • 
ins truct1on to walk faster. By ins tx-uoting h~ 1n walk 
raster we can eonti-tol the form ot his beha Vi 01'. 
:More spec1:f1cally1 if we place a human being 1n a 
homogeneous field. we sn w edic, t that, otha r things b e1 ng 
equ~i., llo will .move 1ft a s~iral whose diameter varies 
directly ,vlth his verlocity. we ca~ pr edict tm t When he 
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. . 
moves in a field1 stx-µ~tured. ,grad.ient•w1se, that is, w1th e. 
. ; ' 1,· 1 ' ' H': : 
point s..s a go,1_. he will approximate a straight line movement 
. ' ·. . ; - . .. ' . ' }-.:·· . 
tOH ard the goa ~- wa can ir edie t that, 1f the goal is an 
. ·~ '· . . \: ~, : . . ·. ;· .. , ' ' . '. - .' ' ' -__ ,. ' ' , : ·_; 
extent, smaller than the fie Jd; hie i;atb will appi-oxinate e. pen• 
· .t ·. -·c, .j.;·:·_,·· .. ,. ~·- .· , ,··, .: • - ~_-.-., ; ·,. : }.; ) · ; · ,. i ", _, : I ; ·, : _·· ·' -' . ' ·'.'. ) ·: •~ : . · . ; .; ) 
dule.r wave.-like course whose total · e.mpli.tude oor:responds to the · '. ,:..::,:.:, ··;:,•'.-':> ':· '( ,._ \· .. ·; j' •-\· (i' ,.>·,; .. ··~•;••,·,,-.<- ·_, ' ;,,.·. ,· ':1. ' ,I : ,: '' •• ' . '.._ - ., ... -.: ~·••:, 1 
errQX'. or . looa,~ztng .the .S~l. We c~n predict the. t,. when the 
: . : . . . . . ;, . . / ',_' . i -, : ·. ' .: ' . ' . • ·' . • .' -, . ' ; -. . . . . ·, ' •. 
movement accelerates, the pathw1.ll appr,oximate a logar1thm1~ 
' - .. ,.. " .. _, ', . . ' ' . . ,,. . .. •· ; . '' ' , .· . .. ,' . . . . ' 
spiral... we can predic.t that if tbe field is not stably strue• 
; . ; ' '' ·, . ·-. • : . , ' : . ' . ·:_ ' . .·. t • . . '. '. ' ·- ,' -' . . ·,: _·, ..' . ·', . . ' ' 
tuJ:ted, /,is in the case of. children, direction ot th& path .will be 
. ' _;: . , ·,• ,: ;_ · >,\:, ', i. . • ~ · .. . ' •, :_ I' ·• ' . ' . : I ' _ l . · I · · : ,, , ' . ', > I • 
more variable. lrurthermar.e, 1n terms of our ttieary we can under-.. ' ' - '.' ( ·•, - , .. 
stand how: s. ll pf 1:his should occur .• 
We believe the. t the dynamic approoch to .the study ot 
' j.. ·, ·, ; ' ' . . , . : '. ' ··; · . · . . 
betav1or-. 1a justified since it-:reduce~ all be1;19.v:1~ to common 
. . ; . . . ; 1 . . . J '._ : '~ 1 • ' . t ·. '. . . -'; ,, . . 
terms.. Walking movement, bodily tension,_ goals, Willi;:. etc.,., all ·· 
. . : . ·, ,, . ' ' .... . ; ( •' ' ' •, ' . ·. . . ' ' , ' -,, 
them··end 
one step 
()Ons1der1ng them tGgetp&t'• fo extend thl . satm prino iple 
, th~ ~. by con sW. e~i~g beha~i~ dynan lly we . ~re 
• -: , . ; ·." :·, \ ' > ·. : \_ . •: '. , • · ' .· • • ; ; ,: ,: , ! • •, ~.- . , .,' _ , , ·. , ·'. ,'· !, ; ' • ;' \ , ·, , . · . I ; i 
. . 
just~f1ed _1n reducing, .. 1,t to _ t _he same ttmns as_ outt d~amio en- . 
• . ' •• ' . ,_.' -· ; , ··. • I . .. , • • • , · , ' F ' ' . . .' C • • : , ' ', • •• ·, • .. • . • ·, • ' •• • ' • ._: ·, ' ' ' • ' ·, , 
vironrnent, ancl .treating. human (J.Ct1v1ty in the seme manner aa 
· "··-! · '.. · · · · ·-, i •. • •·. • ~' • .• r · - · · · ' : · ' · · .: • ' - ·; ' - · · · ' · 
' .. ·· . . :- ,- ' . 
. physw9:1., ae.tiv1,ty~>. we !mow th!lt , 1fbe phys,ioal world, do~~ '1ffeo~ 
.. ') ;. \ . •· . ,·:. .. _ .. .t "· '"/. ·f ·.' ; \' . ·,.' .. ·.· ··: ' '· . ,\..· . . ·- -'4 . . ' .. - • ', , •• ' . ' . ' '. . . ' ..• . 
peo:ple, . thus . tbel'e ll\USt be some common be.sis on which ,both function. 
For all of these :reasons we believe. that a d.,nam1c, OP• 
gan1sm1c , approach to the s tu.dy of human beh~vior 1s just1t1ed. 
The results of the experiments be:re1n I'eported 1~~1cat& 
t~ tollON~ng conclusions;' 
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. . 
1. l\!ovement takes place only when ,.there are potentials 1n a 
• . • • .• • • • • : I . ·• 
f:t~ld~ Movanent -· is ,t)ie -means· by whiQb, -.tihe.se potfl:nt1als are 
balancedi 
. . . . ' 
2 •. if9veme~t pce~s in tm shcrtii~~-\ poss1b:1J3. i-oute unde:r the 
exist bl~ c pr.d, 1 tlons of field ~ti-uc tw e • 
_ a. Tn.e _mox-e definite the goal, other things .being equal., 
the mare d h-eot _the cour,se tp it. 
b'.- The stra1ghtne~s of tho x-oute leading to the goal 
. ' . 
is prop6:t-'t1onal to th$ ,enei-gy expended in that direction. 
3., 'l'he goal is an ar_ea Whose size Vfll'ies in direct proportion 
I_ ' • 
to the dis ta.nee away from ib. 
. . . . 
a. Under these ooni.1t1ons, the geogra!h'io definiteness 
.or the g·oal ve.rie.s 1nversel.ywith·,. ~ts. size. 
4.' .All of O'lll' 51 bl1ndfoldad human a.tbjeets walk 1n ·spiral' 
. ' . . ' 
paths. The eplrai may, have any of the modes of a helical. spiral; 
' . ; . ·, , ·, . 
circle, he_l1x1 Qt' i:Jigt!lOiii ,.sp'il.tal. The size ot tht sptrnl varies ' 
• I • ' : 
1n dif terent jrdiv1duals and 1n tm same 1ndividua.l. at d.ifterent 
times e.ril under d1fterent conditions. 
' . ; 
$ • Thf:' longer the sub je ct walks ·uoo er in struoti ·one to 
. . 
move at a .constant J?ate, the sinal.lei- the spi:t'al tends 
to become. 
b-. The smallest 13pirals were obtained. when .subjects Vlalked 
· slowly, · relaxed and 1nd1tfefent -to the direction of 
·thet:r movements .. in a homogenE>ous field .• 
Ch The largest spirals were obtained when subjefta at• 
tempted to walk 1n a s tI'a1 ght line, rapidly and under 
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tension. 
$.; The size, of the spiral is_ generally proportional to tbe 
•• " ·';· • i ,• ' • ' 
· 6. Constant ~~~ele·ra.tHm :p.,-ai~es ;a curve which oloaely 
El) .Pt'OJ¢imates a :log_arf;thnlio spiral~ 
,7. < it.is p_ossible to reason· logically from one form of spiral 
t '·.:: : ..... ·, _:,.;,_·,_,: '.'; ",.' .,: • / ' '. ; '.: ; • ,' '.' .. ; . ' . : ' ·, I ' :.1 '• .l "• ' 
mov~_lllent t~ anothe:r assum:ing c~x-ta.in Qhangei 1n field conditions • • : ' • •. '. • . . ., •. \ J. , ' , . '. • • • 
In a hoJogeneous t _~e~., w~th n<> definitely structured goal, the 
,. -:.• ' . ' ' .. : · , ' ' ; 
path .18, . a he l1ceJ. spiral. As the • goal becomes structured in the 
•.• • · , .• •·, . ' ', I • . . ·, . ! - . , ' ' <. -~--.. : ., ' 
·r1eUJ., tbe h~;i.1co1d. shifts .to .a sigmoid which straightens out as 
" .. :. ,;: .. . :. ';":\ '. ' ',-;:. '- ·~ ) . . ; ' .• ' ' \ . . ,. ' , .. : •. .: '. . . 
the go~~ , 1 s appfos.ohed.. . 'fh.1B, f 1e ld 1 s : iddependent ]J" s true tu.red 
grad1ent ... wfse~',.the g:t-adienb terminating as the goal ,.n~ea. When ,, ' . . . ·. ·. ·, ' 
. : . . 
thi~ goa1 ,ar~~ r~duc>es tc,.v~rd a 9oint the field strw ture becomes 
. . . 
more sha:rp1Y t<rmed gre.dt antio,,wlsf) end the path appctox1ma tea a 
straigbt l~ne~ 
8~ ; '.rhe, paths _tr,ced by subjects ,,~nder tension were smoother, 
1 • . e.:it, !?lO!'e regu.~r than t _hose tr~ced by the ~e subjects under 
:relaxa~ion, ' 1n 82 .5% of th:, cases. 
9• , 'l'he, ·ve:rtiole angle of the subjectt s body influences the 
length• or his ·pa.th pei- un:lt of t_irre,. 'and tm cuttvaim'e of 
the 
. . 
10. ~re was no, mrked ten'denoy for the subject ~o spiral 
to ' t>:e. r1 gh~ rat~e~, tb$n tc, t~ . '.hf~, ~r vice versa. 
,; ' • • ,: • •. • ; :. '. a• • •. • •. ' ; • j- ' ' • • 
11. Length of st:ride ino1 .. eases with tm ~peed or walking, under 
oorid1t1one or both tens1onand relaxation. 
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.. • A. ;e pen. ··. a.. 1. x - r - - ' 
. The. fo1lo'«11'.g 1n~rospeo~ons . ar~ ofte:rec:1 with the 
. belief' that · they\ fll'e Just .as valuable,. impOl'tmt axd relevant 
a~ .anY .. 9ther , ty;pe , of data..! '.I!he evaluation of intro~pections 
l · • '.• • · . , :•: 
has gone from .ont extreme , to tm other· in the history qf . " ·. , . · . . . . •·: 
psychology. ; We tii, sagree 11:tth both. tbose who believe t 'ha t 
. ·~ ', · .. ;" ' --~. ; .. ,. . . .. . ' . -·' . ; .. . . . . - : -· . . • . 
1ntros'l.);.) otion is . . the best v1ay. of ga:tniu:g an. unde?Jstanding ,, ·: . -.-... . ·. __ .,,,, . ·, ... . . . ·._ . . 
of the mind, and ·Ni th• those !«l,O evaluate introspection as 
su.p$ri'luous a.nd unsoientiti.<rii The middle cour-se seem1:1 ·prei 
terable• . Insofar as introspection rep:reeents a.subjeot•s , 
• ·•. - C , , . . • 
reaci.~on 'to hi$ envt:roI1ment Md 1 s treated es his description .-.- . : , . ' ' ' -- . ' • .. · ... , , ,. . , . ' . . ,. . . 
; . \ 
of' his experience 1t 11a: s . a definite soi.en tit ic mePi t.., In$tead 
ot attempting to answer oritieisms W$ will demonstrate that 
the use of 1nt~ospeotion 1s justttied in a dynamic study: ot 
human :'behavior • . · 
A dynamic theory implies a monism. No material1st1o--. 
' ., 
idealistic or 'n1ind-body di&t1nct1on is believed to exist. 
_. . . . , I • • • • \ •: . • 
Fer 'purely d8sor1ptive purP<)ses we sane times spealc of · 11 mindfl 
. . ·· . ·'· '-. ' . , , .· . - . ' ' · ' •' .. . . . . . ... , ,: . ·-
and "bod~ti, the f~:t'mer to meaz). tl-utt a.otivity whose resu:Lta,nt 
, .' · '•• ;· _· · · • , , , • ; • . , •··-· . , • : , a • •, ·· ·' _. , • i~ ' •: .:.{\ :--..•• ::'_~,-; ,• , ~--•'•·.~ 
a;qna .we can. see, . ani the latter to m~ , ~he .exte~e~ 1~~1vidual 
' i 
term, }Ic,hevet', it ttmind" can. a.rtoct. "body" or vice versa. 
,. . ,•-.~ ·;._,. , ' . ,, . , ... 
' ' 
th~Y ,both must be i:srts of a single oont:tgur·at1on. If this is 
:·, :• , , . - ' . . ' ' •·:·• / , ·; ·· °', • ,· ·; ::. •,, ! . ;}·_: ,· ·•t=-~ ·,•·,_ • " .,, ;' . ., .. ··':_.'' '·'. .. . . ·-:, ,::--Y· • '· . •·,·; . .- ·:•·_:- •· . ' 
true, · the s .~e . Jawa. and po~entials act on eaeh~ Eaoh is a , :part 
As long as w-e acoep~ ~a tfl from one part 
' , ! , 
of a system~ we must accept it ~om anothe:r. Thus · aa long 
. . . ' . . . :..· . 1_, , ,,·, 
as we ac.~ppt the measurement of a ruler, or the deflection 
'12 
or a. Vol~~te:r[, . WE( must /accept 1ptro.s_p~tive ma ter1al. In-
. ·, 1 ·:. ' 1·· ;: . ' ' i ' . ' ·._· _. : .' ' ' . 
tx:-ospeq:tiotli --.~sl +ie:14 ,t\e~ettmined. ju~t: 9:s mu.oh a~ too . voltmeter . . . .: ' ' . . . . ·., . ~. ; . 'l •. .,, ' ' ·: ·. . . _-J i I ' · • • . : ,' ', -. • ' ' ~ ~:' • . ., .. ,. • . • • • 
re~d1.ng nnd . 1# is as va/lict. a ,s tbt ro.ier reading for the ptWpose 
. . ·, ; • • _: : [, : •: • . : )-; ,, ' ' ' . . ; 1 ; i· ; . . ' . 
specified,, ! ,J>tr,t;e1'en1f ;~~p~imenter.s" may obtain clivorse a.riswers . . ·.  ·• : ·/ r·· , ·. /'. ·: ; . ·. r .• .. 
,f:t,10~ _1;be ~.tileri, . . anl/ different sub jeote may give different intro-
. . ·: . , • /:-.', .. ', -, '_ -;,_ \ __ : '. ,'/ .. · i f ... -.. . . ' ,' . . :_ " .,, ' 
sp~ct1o~'i3 f'ollowuig .tlle same e~pe 1rlenof!h lnsotar as the experi""' . - , - ·>- :,,..:_\/ -.-. -' ... - -. ' ·</ ' .•· -. ·, . . . . , . , 
menter' Eln::l ·sub,,'dects e.oou:r ately desoribe. their expe,rienoes, the Sr . ' . ,1: ' . · .. . · ' : / ' , ' ' ' " ' ' . . • ;' , . , ' ' ' ' ' . ' 
~e,r:l.ts Jilid.• , _Each tells wh~t he exper .1ences .under~ 
e:?tf~ting ~c,Jidi ti ona. 
,Eff~~t ,~ ' ~ind;~ 
D.J:l. :}:; #:If t¥1nk 1· must ba..ve gone ; :tn '~ircles because tha wind came 'i\·./ ' 1;·' . . . .. · . . . ' 
from ~itf~rent dfrectioris ~-n 
w~,lt/}.{~I._ -~~e ab~oi.uteiy 'no · sensation or chan'ge of direction 
; };:~-~·y.~~•:, ,_liris t~ funniest thing t.o · see· that sun and 
t~ii~l(i~ .. ,-d,,:1¥1 :. go &rC>';t~ and around:• I feel ' no !lncl1nat1on 
tow -.~d .a . eirl.lle at all," • •·•• /.; <• ' ... • • , ' l • ' • 
'' 
BR. Jtwh~l j:fm: .tense .J: , ti7 to fight 'everything. It is very .· : . . ' ·,, ; . / ;; " i ' . ; ·: 
difficult not t(.,:, ;ttly to , go straight•" . .. ; . '·, ,·. . . ' ' 
, I ' , . ' 
BR. 0vi11en I . we.lir/ easter, I notice a much greate~ tendency 
to tense up.fl 
, . I \ , . . . . , , . 
.(Iµstr~t1ons were to walk rapidly, but relaxed) '. I , : . . 
I 
WR~ n1 know that j ~•m going :ln circles but I'm go1ng in the 
BB. 1•:t oou.ldnft relax when I did that." (:tnstru.ct1ons we:re 
t .o we.1.k .rapi<Lly, but relaxed) 
RH.. «1JJeneing the body tends tc:> tnak.e you go\ in a straight line 
' \, ,; : ' \ ; , . . . , .-. , t -l . •: , 
'l'he following 'iritrospeot1on was written in answer to 
.· , ;_;.. . . 
th:, question, ttwhat is tho d1fference·between walking tense 
~ndwaJk1hg relaxed' a.t tl::8 rate or one .step every eight ticks 
or tba i.va tch?" 
• . t- • I ' 
SB. nv.,'hen I tvas relaxed I had a hattd t1:rne to keep my be.lance. 
' . , ' ' ' 
I had nd partict'ller goal,. and had tnstruet1ons to walk as ' . . . .· .:: ., .. . ' 
relaxed as. pos$1blel I Inerely let mysel~ ;go and worried only 
about the watoll tm t resulatad my caclenoe. , The only thing 
tiuitl'fu~~e walk~ns '6,iff!cult was ,tm w.tncl. 
When l w·alked as rigidly ·• a s pos ei bl.a l ··•IO ver · thought 
about keeping my balance., , l\iy muscles hurt some e.ftor .I 
had walked a while. Several times I oaught myself forget~ing 
to count ille tic.ks' of. the wt\tch thlt regu:t.a t':'d my cadence •. 
l was relieved whan I was instructed to e top. n 
The tol.lOW'ing introsp~ctions de~o.Pibe ~el.axed and Mnse 
wa lk1ng at dif f etten t speeds• 
. .' •· . . \ 
one ·step . Eer a. seconds, re'le.xed. 
WR. ttwas conscious ot turning to the left, othe:rw1se field 
. ,' ; 
wall! homogeneous." (Subject traced 5 spirals w1 th 54 teet • 
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average d1ame tett) 
P'I'i.· "1 found. tm't th~e v1a s more s1d ew1 se deviation than 
with th, . fa.stel'l speeds. The~e was a d.ef'1n1te awareness of 
the ~xte1.9nal stimulus field, th9 e teps· each being determined 
by th9 eas1,es~ path. ;t_found. ., that .there was ·9: change ln the 
structure. of th:t. i'igutte. One t1me . the ticks of .the watch would 
prad.omin~te for- ·-~ few seconds., then the wa ]k1ng sounds r,f_· the 
• :; , .: ;_,y . 
. . . ,<:'rt 
expel"i,trienter vrould predominate, then tbe sound or.·et: oa.r would 
appeapi then I would. think about some: outs1de unrel~ ted • ir:tci- . 
d.ont for a rew seoonds, Oocasionally I would become awa~eof 
a. particularly difficult choice or v1her$ t() put my- root down, 
Thifl would occur ' if I tried. to go opposite to the easiest place. 
There EJeemed. to. be mOI'e right and lei"t -dev1at1ons th.an under-
,. '•! . ·, . ' 
faster speeds,tt (Subject . traoed 2 circles whose average oircum.-
fet"enee was 324 f'eet) 
One step . per: two seconds, tense • .............................. ............... . ,.......,_.. . · . . 
wa • . "I tensed:mY' arms, should~rs, ,h~s, and baek I orep~ 
forward .as if' apringtng at some ob j,~ct. The field. was more 
.I ." . - . ·•·-., ._.,._;' 
Had a tendency to v1au~e. lize surroundings,f even 
in .. color. m,tses would intensify the structurtzation., but made 
no difference in or'iente.t1 on. At the , enti, .I felt the whole 
, . , . . ' ' . . ' . . . . . ' ., 
pattern ready to •break ove~• into. shi¾"t to the right.11 
( Subject traced 1 · 1/S circles whose average .ciroumterence was 
272 feet) 
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PT. :"Much as the .oiiher tense eond1't1<>ns/ but _found .1t . 
-~--)!lt;le ... :dlf.te;~n·f .::t,h$Jl.·:o:ther's;.,~n .. ttitit , s.t1mulus 1fi.e ld.·· would 
• ,, -·.. ,. , , . . .. · , · . , .-· • • l . ·, . . • · •. , , 
t1sur'e oeeaeionall1J not' as , much a's in 'a re:La'ked cond1 tion. 
,- . . . • ,- ·_ ; • .. -; ' . ' . . .,; . , I •. ·, 
Feit 'that tbere -was. inOt'e ·•right and left 'deviation than under 
;_ ··.-. '' .,_ . : ;, .' . . ; ·.,.. . ' ; .' . ; .. . :.-1:; '• . > • •• • 
cond.itione or. one step every seo~nd· ·ott<' 'tiait second., ret n<?t 
\ •, ', , ' .. . .' ' . . . . . ' . ' ' .' . . . .. . ' . . . •. . 
ns muoll 'es .under ._ !eJa.xed. fSut?jeet traced .1 :1/~ . aJ,1:rals w1 th 
.i?'l .: i'eet the aver•age . ctreumterenceJ_· · 
One _s.~e;e per· second,· ·relaJted. ' . 
. PT• . 11:t 'notic,ed \Mt ,'\Uld$·; ,," the relaxed ~onditlon t.here .was 
a muo~ ·81'ea.ter QVlat"ene ss_· ~t tlll'ning. . I was e.wa?ie in ea.Oh 
case of - just letting ~y foot down where • it waa the eas1estj 
. ) · :• · .. . ·. . ' . . · ' ' . ' . ' . .. .· . 
this oftentimes l knew llas out ot line with my previous pith • . ·-. .'•, ' '. . . -.. ' . '. 
c,_1thf3;f to the rig~t '1r.- lett. I bad no aws.rehess of the gene:ral ' 
. . . 
PrJ.tb.1 ex9ept f'o~. these ~evia.~1ons. I d.:1d_ riot think at any time 
of compass direct1onJ \'IB.S completely disol'iented tl1rougbout all 
. ' . ·,. . . ' . ' ' . ' ' 
of' the experiment as to tiireot1 ona1 b~ien ta ti.on. Did l have · 
· tight and left r,r:1.entation.u. {~bject circle · ot '15V feat . cir-
. CUJnt(:)\"61'10 e) 
One. step J?e:p second, · te11st.J • 
WR. ft.I threw all of my ~nergy into hm;~ing my~e~ i'Ot'Wal"d • . 
The fteJd was ,more s·tableJ struotured goa.l aha ad. ·· Post-ure .- _·, . .. , . . . . .. ' ·, ; . ._' · ' . . . ' . . .. . .. . ' 
bent baeitwe.rd, head th~own , back as · t1?-0ugh lQ<?k1ng upward; 
long step Sc; · Everything seen1ed · poitited ahead·. : l>id tiot ltnOYt 
' . . ' 
I v,as go1ng stl'a1ght · ah~ad." · .· (:eath_w~s a~ tually' e. vel:'7 vilde 
a:ra ~> (SUb jeot tra.oed spiral of '16.9 teet ' ·e:t.roUmterence) · 
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PT. ·. nwhen I tensed,. I olenohecl my f1s,tai, raised my shoulders 
• •' i . ., , ;. -. . ) • ' ' ' •• : • • . , • ' 
arid ,na.de my. .. legQ .. J1t1tr •.... ! . also }>l''?athed deeply. , :t t:ried to 
.. ~,· 
imagtne that l was intep.sely angry. ·· l was ., not aware for t _he 
. . ,• 
rilost part of' any dev1at10n 1n my pa th, from right to left or 
, ' .;, . ...-. .. . ·, 
vibe versa • . ; · tbQught that i was walking in a much straighter 
pttth _than und~r ,relaxation. There was no awareness ot orientation. 
( Subje.~t madt' a •. s,p_1r~ls or l5th4 feet average circumference.) 
•• ,-. · ' .,. < ' .• - • 
One ·~t~p 'pe:r j 'second, relaxed. 
~- . "'rhe . f1eld was structured homogeneously for the most :,;art. 
There ''t'ltts no directional •orientation• ' At brief lnterva ls I felt 
) . ' ' 
as though I _swerved. to the left. Had a feeling of: being drawn 
to the ,left. ' But moat of the time I seemed tob e going straight ' 
( 
ahead. Once a gust of wind affected me for al::out 10 seconds• 
and I f'elt myself automatically turning intn the wini, to the 
righ~, ·:rt was not. voluntary." (subject made a large circle 
with a c1rou.mf'ererioe or 2402 feet,.) 
PT. • nI was again aware of sidewise deviat1.ona1 the field seemed 
blocked ·1n o ertain dir eotions, e. g., t~ the left, a'nd as 
oons·equence I would take the next step to tt>.e right. I .:f I tried 
to step to the left urid~r, this cond1t4- on• I toutXl a large amount 
or muscular pulling t.n the otmr direction, . so that if I stepped 
to tl:e left I was off balance. It was much easier to step to the 
right., It was as it someone was Pl,Ulhing me from the l9 f't side. 
I had nod 1rect1on ( comps.sa) orientation." (SubJeot made 2 1/3 
spiral$ whose average circumference was 240 feet.) 
'17 
One step ·R.!.!:. -i second, ;tense. 
~.........-... · ·:~l f) . __ : : · ·· .. , 
· WR,. uFelt, hemmed in. 1'My whole postural set pa ttern&d as if' 
·,, . . . 
carrying a heaVy load. .\Valkc,d vii th ~rms, shoulders, b~ok and 
leg$ _ta-t$G 1 on tiptoe. ~1ke a horse pulling a. .heavy load up 
h1ll. . Took short staps. 71 ( Subject made 8 spiral• or 147.8 
·~·· 
feet avera.ge c1r'oUlttfer.enoe •l 
PT. "The:re se~~ed to _be less right and ·1ert dev1.e.tton than 
whe~i l walk4d . ne~xecl. I seemed to be going 1n a s t;raight 
line, wt d1d not ]13.rticule;-ly think about ox-ie~tat1on er .. path. 
See~d. to be consumed br' condition _or tensene as. External 
field was totally- ground.- lxu'1 tone ar:d tenseness was the 
figure . :tn experience." (Subject traced one large spiral whose 
oiroilinfe:renoe was 684 feet) 
. . 
Accelerated ~alking. 
·. · ,• . . . . 
WR. "As I accelerated I could teel compulsion t.o straighten 
out , The field tended to structure, .and I tried to v1sml1ze 
the goal ahead. At times felt 1nh1b1ted l:>y tear of crashing into · 
. ' . 
the w;tre.•t 
PT. 1•At slow speed _felt a·wareness ot stimulus field and right 
. ,. 
and left deviations. As I speeded up,. eeemed to have a goal 
beto.~e. me, d1reot~y in front~ Felt that latter ,half ot' .;t:e.th 
was very straight, but th::trt) was nQ effort to make it Sth. , Con•• 
oentrated on speed. .In ·the last halt 1 speed occupied tm r igure •" 
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Several subje·ets bad ~e experience ot . suddenly feeling 
that ih~ .we;e iost~ , PO:. ,'-hBd be~n .walk1ng ,1n, a ,1 J.e.rge aroo 
. .. :_ :. . . • \ >) '. . ',•: -· , •. •.: '_• . ; : •i•. , • ' ; . ! I <. . . , . . • , • • . ' 
Sud.denly be made a · Ohange1.·at . d1reet1on and then- a very smal1 
', •. •. . • · '. . , _ ·_; ,· ,. . -, · _ _ 1 :: ., , ·- · ·_; : / } /_. _ •• • •' ' f • ' · • 
circle• As he made ;h1s c:hange of direction,. be gave a . helpless 
- ··• . , . . · ... -L -.. .. 
gesture and · said, 1•:ttm l.ostl" SR•' .had a similar expepienee . . . . . I . . • • 
and saidi "I~v~ )Lo~t 'mi /•\tit•&" · 
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